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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 

INSIGHTS INTO THE BIOSPHERE-ATMOSPHERE EXCHANGE OF ORGANIC GASES 

FROM SEASONAL OBSERVATIONS OVER A PONDEROSA PINE FOREST 

 
 
 

 The biosphere-atmosphere exchange of organic gases over forests contributes to the 

formation of air pollution and the availability of forest nutrients. Forests can be both sources and 

sinks of volatile and semi-volatile organic compounds to the atmosphere. The role that forests 

play in controlling organic acid concentrations remains poorly understood, with multiple model-

measurement comparisons reporting missing sources of formic acid. Large, missing sources of 

organic acids have been identified over different forested environments. Despite substantial 

seasonal variability in forest productivity and environmental conditions, a paucity of 

observations, during seasons other than summertime, is available. Although forest fires are a 

major source of hazardous organic gases and particulate matter, few measurements of semi-

volatile organic compounds emitted by forest fires are available from within 1 km of the fire. 

Detection further-afield cannot disambiguate between chemistry at the source of the fire and 

chemical aging as a smoke plume traverses the atmosphere. Near-field observations are needed 

to characterize emissions attributable to combustion and pyrolysis processes.  

To improve understanding of processes that control the atmospheric budgets of organic 

acids, water-soluble pollutants with physicochemical properties similar to organic acids, and fire-

emitted phenolic compounds, this dissertation reports measurements of the biosphere-atmosphere 

exchange of a suite of organic gases over a Rocky Mountain ponderosa pine forest in Colorado 

over four, seasonally-representative measurement campaigns. First, we report seasonally 
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persistent, upward fluxes of organic acids, which are neither explained by direct emissions nor 

secondary production. Second, we present evidence for equilibrium partitioning into and out of 

water films on forest surfaces as both a missing source and sink of isocyanic acid and small 

alkanoic acids. Finally, we report significant enhancement of organic acids, phenolic 

compounds, and other nitrogen containing compounds during initiation of a controlled forest fire 

compared with the remainder of the burn. Nitrated phenols are rapidly produced and enhanced 

more than phenolic precursors during initial, higher temperature conditions. We attribute greater 

enhancement of nitrated phenols to high NOx emissions under higher temperature conditions.  
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CHAPTER 1 
 

INTRODUCTION TO THE ROLE OF FORESTS IN ATMOSPHERIC  
CHEMISTRY AND THE IMPORTANCE OF ATMOSPHERIC MEASUREMENTS OVER  

FORESTS 
 
 
 
1.1 Forests and atmospheric chemistry 

Among the most widespread ecotypes on Earth, forests cover 4.06×109 ha, or >30% of all 

terrestrial environments.1 The United States alone has 360×106 ha of forested land, or 33% of the 

total land area.2 Most of the carbon in the terrestrial biosphere is stored in forests, both as living 

(600 - 1000 Pg (petagrams)) and dead (1200 Pg) biomass – nearly three times the amount of 

carbon in the atmosphere (>700 Pg).3 Of the atmospheric carbon, forests emit approximately half 

of all reactive carbon into the atmosphere and ~10 times more volatile organic compounds 

(VOCs) than all VOC emissions of anthropogenic origin.4,5 The vast majority of reactive carbon 

emitted from forests is ultimately converted to CO2. This is one way forests impact the global 

radiative budget. Forests also drive the chemistry of the atmosphere. Conversion of emissions 

from forested environments proceeds by reactions with atmospheric oxidants, a process that 

impacts air quality, stratospheric ozone, and global climate. Forest VOC emissions photo-oxidize 

to produce tropospheric ozone (in the presence of nitrogen oxides (NOx)) and organic particulate 

matter, both contributors to poor air quality.6,7 

Human activities in the Anthropocene perturb the chemistry of the atmosphere and 

produce deleterious effects on forests. Acid precipitation is a noteworthy example. As human 

activities industrialized, the burning of fossil fuels increased in importance for the generation of 

power and heat. Fossil fuel burning emits large quantities of sulfur dioxide (SO2) and NOx into 

the atmosphere, which are readily oxidized to form sulfuric acid (H2SO4) and nitric acid 
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(HNO3).8 These pollutants are removed from the lower atmosphere by wet and dry deposition 

and increase the acidity of precipitation. In the United States, acid deposition damaged red 

spruce, sugar maple, and yellow cedar trees in the Northeastern temperate forests, reduced the 

pH of lakes and streams, and reduced populations of pH-sensitive microbes, invertebrates, and 

animals.9,10 Nitrogen deposition is another major source of pollution damaging to forests. 

Following the advent of the Haber-Bosch process of artificial nitrogen fixation process in 1909, 

human production of ammonia led to significant increases in emissions.11 Because nitrogen is 

frequently a limiting nutrient, ammonia is predominately applied to agricultural fields for 

nitrogen fertilization, from which a large fraction is volatilized to the atmosphere. These reduced 

nitrogen emissions in concert with NOx emissions from combustion engines of cars, trucks, and 

heavy equipment, ultimately deposit nitrogen to forests, which shifts nutrient balances and 

acidifies soils and water bodies. Enhanced nitrogen in forest nutrient balances can lead to 

nitrogen saturation, which is linked to forest decline.12 Excess nitrogen can induce other nutrient 

imbalances in leached calcium, mobilized aluminum, and magnesium.13 Besides impacting 

climate and human health, ozone is toxic to plants by inducing stomatal closure and shutting 

down photosynthesis.14 Ozone is mainly produced chemically through oxidation of methane, 

carbon monoxide, and VOCs by hydroxyl radical (OH) in the presence of NOx. Ozone 

concentrations in the lower troposphere have tripled since preindustrial times.15 Ozone pollution 

can be exacerbated regionally by high NOx pollution from urban areas upwind of forests.16 

Although VOC emissions from forests contribute to ozone formation, they also destroy ozone 

through ozonolysis reactions. However, reactions of ozone with VOCs produce oxygenated 

VOCs, which enhance the formation of secondary organic aerosol, a pollutant.17 
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Observations of gases and particles over forests have identified and verified many of the 

important contributions forests make to the chemistry of the atmosphere. For example, larger 

concentrations of OH have been measured over forests than predicted by chemical models.18 

This discovery stimulated research of the oxidation pathways of isoprene, which accounts for 

approximately one-third of all biogenic VOC emissions. Extensive, process-level research led to 

improved model-measurement agreement. Forest measurements have revealed the damage 

human activity has done to forested environments. At Hubbard Brook Experimental Forest, Gene 

Likens and colleagues showed foliar damage and acidification of lakes and streams from acid 

deposition.19 At Rocky Mountain National Forest in Colorado, flux measurements of reactive 

nitrogen showed that local agriculture and transportation pollution have a negative impact on 

ecosystem health and park visibility.20 Field surveys of many forests have shown foliar damage 

by ozone.21 

Measurements over forests are needed to reconcile ongoing questions in atmospheric 

chemistry. Daily and seasonal variability in isoprene emissions is not captured by current model 

parameterizations in some forested environments.22 Large upward fluxes of organic acids over 

coniferous, deciduous, and mixed canopy forests suggest an unknown source of organic acids.23–

25 Measurements of bi-directional particle fluxes over forests challenge deposition-only aerosol 

models and point to a need for observations of in-canopy sources and sinks.26 To protect forests, 

improve forest management strategies with respect to air quality and climate, and to better 

understand the role forests play in atmospheric chemistry, more observational studies are needed. 
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1.2 Dissertation overview 

 This dissertation presents seasonally representative measurements of organic gases over a 

Rocky Mountain ponderosa pine forest and explores processes that contribute to biosphere-

atmosphere exchange. 

 In Chapter 2 we measured eddy covariance fluxes of oxidized volatile organic 

compounds over a ponderosa pine forest in Colorado over four, seasonally representative 

measurement campaigns in 2016. Observations point to an underestimated ecosystem source of 

organic acids (e.g. in-canopy chemistry of large or multifunctional terpenoids), an overestimated 

dry deposition sink (potentially due to the arid environment), and/or an unresolved sink of 

organic acids in the upper boundary layer. Forests are potentially large sources of atmospheric 

organic acids in warmer seasons, but further investigation into dry deposition mechanisms and 

in-canopy chemistry is warranted. 

 Chapter 3 presents evidence that water films and dew droplets on surfaces in a ponderosa 

pine forest act as both sources and sinks of small gaseous organic acids, including isocyanic acid, 

by an equilibrium phase-partitioning process.  

 Chapter 4 reports rapid formation of gaseous nitrated phenolic compounds from a 

controlled forest fire when the fire is at its hottest and produces NOx most efficiently.  
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CHAPTER 2 
 

SEASONAL FLUX MEASUREMENTS OVER A COLORADO PINE FOREST 
DEMONSTRATE A PERSISTENT SOURCE OF ORGANIC ACIDS1 

 
 

2.1 Introduction 

Organic acids are both numerous and omnipresent in the lower troposphere.1–6 Organic 

acids are molecules with one or more carboxylic acid functional groups and may account for 

~25% of non-methane volatile organic compounds globally in the gas and particle phases.3 

Organic acids can comprise up to 50% of organic aerosol mass, particularly in areas dominated 

by biogenic emissions.7,8 This contribution to aerosol loading impacts global climate and air 

quality, and thus human and ecosystem health.9,10 Organic acids contribute to free acidity and 

cloud water acidity and deplete condensed hydroxyl radical (OH) concentrations in clouds.3,11,12 

Their impacts on the carbon cycle, human health, and ecosystem health are well known, but the 

atmospheric budgets of organic acids are poorly understood. Atmospheric models consistently 

underpredict measured ambient concentrations of formic acid, suggesting an underestimation of 

sources and/or an overestimation of sinks.12–15 Studies of organic acids, other than formic and 

acetic acids, remain largely unexplored from both modeling and measurement approaches.16  

 Atmospheric organic acids have primary and secondary sources that are both biogenic 

and anthropogenic. Terrestrial ecosystems provide several primary, biogenic sources of organic 

acids. Terrestrial vegetation emits formic acid on the order of 2–8 nmol m-2 min-1 per plant and 

globally 0.9–6 Tg yr-1.17–20 Formic, acetic, propionic, butyric, lactic, and keto acids are common 

 
1Fulgham, S.R., Brophy, P., Link, M.F., Ortega, J., Pollack, I., Farmer, D.K., 2019. Seasonal flux 
measurements over a Colorado pine forest demonstrate a persistent source of organic acids. ACS 
Earth and Space Chemistry, 3(9), pp.2017-2032.  
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volatile products of soil microbes and are emitted from a variety of soils and leaf litters.21,22 Ants 

of the Formicinae subfamily are estimated to contribute to global formic acid emissions of 0.6 Tg 

yr-1.23 Primary, anthropogenic organic acid sources include a variety of industrial chemical 

processes and combustion reactions. Secondary oxidation of hydrocarbons is a prolific source of 

organic acids.1,12,14,15 Formation reactions include ozonolysis of unsaturated hydrocarbons,24,25 

reactions between stabilized Criegee intermediates and water vapor,26 and addition of OH to 

carbonyl groups in the aqueous phase.11,27 Monoterpene reactions with OH produce short-chain 

organic acids, including formic, acetic, butyric and methacrylic acid.28 While the chemical 

mechanisms remain unclear, photooxidation of acetone has been found to be a source of formic 

acid.29 Biomass burning is also a source of both organic acids and precursor molecules.30 

Overall, Stavrakou et al. estimate global atmospheric sources of formic acid to be 36 Tg yr-1: 

69% biogenic, 11% direct anthropogenic, 8% direct pyrogenic, and 12% indirect anthropogenic 

and pyrogenic.15 

Several sinks are known to remove organic acids from the atmosphere. Short-chain, 

water-soluble organic acids are primarily removed by wet deposition.16 For example, total 

organic acids account for 118–244 TgC yr-1 lost to wet deposition.31 Dawson and Farmer derive 

an average lifetime for formic acid with respect to wet deposition of 5 days.32 Dry deposition of 

organic acids is poorly constrained by measurements but is estimated as equivalent to wet 

deposition.31 Global formic acid removal rates by dry deposition have been estimated at 12.7–

49.5 Tg yr-1, corresponding to a lifetime of 7–14 days.15 Many short-chain alkanoic acids are 

relatively inert to atmospheric oxidation. For example, the atmospheric lifetime of formic acid to 

photochemical oxidation by OH is ~30 days.14,33 However, many keto acids, unsaturated acids, 

and longer-chained organic acids react more favorably with OH.34 Alkanoic acids, like acetic 
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acid, dominantly react with OH by deprotonation of the acidic hydrogen; similar reactions may 

also occur for other small alkanoic acids.35 The multifunctional, oxygenated products of these 

reactions possess lower volatility and thus efficiently uptake onto particulate matter and cloud 

droplets.36  

Model studies incorporate these production and loss processes to investigate the scientific 

community’s understanding of atmospheric organic acids. Most work focuses on formic and/or 

acetic acids in the summer, consistently finding large discrepancies between model predictions 

and measurements. Using satellite measurements and a global chemical transport model, 

Stavrakou et al. find that the standard model misses 100 Tg yr-1 of formic acid production 

worldwide and suggest terpene oxidation is the missing source.15 Adding isoprene oxidation 

mechanisms to a global model also underpredicts formic acid, particularly in the northern 

midlatitudes.12 Both studies ascribe underpredictions to multiphase chemistry and subsequent 

loss of formic acid during aerosol aging. Millet et al. add even more formation mechanisms, 

including formation from stabilized Criegee intermediates and tautomerization of acetaldehyde, 

to a chemical transport model but still underestimate measurements over a deciduous forest in 

Alabama.14 RO2+OH reactions pose an intriguing organic acid source, but one with such large 

uncertainty and shallow vertical gradients that these reactions are unlikely the cause of model-

measurement discrepancy for formic acid in the boundary layer.14 As such, Millet et al. show a 

model-measurement disagreement so large that unrealistic changes to the model are needed to 

close the discrepancy – for example, increasing isoprene chemistry sources by a factor of 3 or 

plant emissions by a factor of 26.14 

Tower-based measurements of ambient organic acids can provide insight into landscape 

sources and sinks. Canopy-scale eddy fluxes are direct measurements of net vertical exchange 
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over a forest – i.e. the difference of local sources and sinks. Several studies have measured 

organic acid fluxes by direct eddy covariance.6,13,37–43 Most researchers report bi-directional 

formic acid fluxes with the bulk of the studies finding net deposition. For example, Alwe et al. 

found upward fluxes dominated during warm and dry conditions over a mixed-canopy forest, 

potentially due to in-canopy chemistry.13 Schobesberger et al. observed large net emissions of 

formic acid over a boreal forest canopy in Hyytiälä, Finland;6 and observations by Nguyen et al. 

could account for only half of the expected deposition over an Alabama forest.40 Mattila et al. 

noted vertical gradients over a peri-urban site during both daytime and nighttime in Colorado 

consistent with a surface source of formic acid.44 These studies point to a large, missing 

atmospheric source of formic acid.  

Previous work has been limited to formic and/or acetic acids, likely due to their 

prevalence in the atmosphere and ease of calibration. However, organic acids in the atmosphere 

are diverse, and cover a range of relevant chemical properties (e.g. Henry’s Law constant, 

solubility, vapor pressure).8,45–49 They present an intriguing opportunity to probe not only 

ecosystem sources of organic acids, but also the potential of chemical properties of gas-phase 

molecules to control their sinks.  

A key challenge in probing sources and sinks of organic acids is the lack of seasonal data 

coverage. Most published flux measurements are conducted in summer, when plant 

photosynthetic activity and ecosystem sources are likely at a maximum – and are typically 

limited to days or weeks due to high demand for labor, computational power, and instrument 

availability coupled with filtering of data for quality assurance. This may lead to an inherent bias 

in estimates of terrestrial sources and sinks.  
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To this end, we conducted the Seasonal Particles in Forests Flux studY (SPiFFY), with the aim 

of investigating interactions between semi-volatile organic compounds and particle fluxes over a 

sub-alpine forest across multiple seasons. Here, we present seasonally representative eddy 

covariance flux measurements of six organic acids: formic, propionic, methacrylic, butyric, 

valeric, and heptanoic acids from a ponderosa pine forest where total VOCs are dominated by 

monoterpene and 2‐methyl‐3‐buten‐2‐ol (MBO) emissions. To constrain primary sources of the 

six organic acids, we measured direct emissions of the acids from pine trees and soils with 

branch and soil enclosures. We reproduce observed fluxes via implementing temperature-

dependent parameterizations. Finally, we construct flux budgets for the six acids to explore the 

relative importance of different sources and sinks for the organic acids across the seasons. 

2.2 Site description 

SPiFFY consisted of four, seasonally-representative intensive measurement campaigns at 

the Manitou Experimental Forest Observatory (MEFO): winter (1 February – 1 March 2016), 

spring (15 April – 15 May 2016), summer (15 July – 15 August 2016), and fall (1 October – 1 

November 2016). A preliminary summer campaign took place in 2015 (1 July – 15 August 2015) 

and was used to pilot these experiments; however, only measurements from the 2016 campaign 

that were optimized for data collection in this environment are utilized in this analysis. Manitou 

Experimental Forest Observatory (39.1006 N, 105.0942 W) is an atmospheric observation 

station located in central Colorado, U.S.A. Semi-arid, sub-alpine (2280–2840 m above sea level) 

Rocky Mountain ponderosa pine forest surrounds the site to the north, south, and west. Ortega et 

al. provide a detailed description of both the site and forest.50 Average canopy height at the 

measurement location was approximately 16 m with sparse coverage. Various herbaceous and 

woody plants grew in the understory. Approximately 1 km to the east of MEFO is a creek 
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drainage and Colorado state highway 67. The two-lane highway typically experienced light 

traffic from recreational vehicles, forest workers, and local residents.  

Seasonal meteorology is summarized in Table 2.1. Temperature changed substantially 

between seasons: -1±8 °C (mean±standard deviation) in winter, 4±7 °C in spring, 20±7 °C in 

summer, and 8±8 °C in fall. The maximum recorded temperature (30 m above ground level, 

a.g.l.) during our study was 30 °C (17 July 2016), and the minimum recorded temperature (30 m 

a.g.l.) was -22 °C (3 February 2016). Means of relative humidity range from 50–70% for all 

seasons. Nighttime relative humidity rarely exceeded 80%; daytime relative humidity seldom 

falls below 20%. Seasonal variability in ambient temperature and relative humidity is shown in 

Figure 2.1. Consistent with previous observations at the site, daytime winds predominantly 

traveled from north to south.50 At night, above-canopy winds drained towards the north. Average 

wind speeds (30 m a.g.l.) were light to gentle-moderate (<4.0 m s-1). Total annual rainfall at the 

site was 30 cm in 2016.51 Light afternoon thunderstorms frequently occurred in summer, with 

cumulative precipitation of 2 cm during the summer campaign. Light snowfall (<10 cm total 

precipitation) occurred at the beginning of October 2016, otherwise the fall campaign was devoid 

of precipitation. Two substantial snowstorms (>30 cm accumulation per event) happened during 

both winter and spring (3–4 and 23 February 2016, 15–16 April 2016, and 28 April – 1 May 

2016). Most of the snow cover melted between storms. Characteristic of the Colorado Front 

Range, sunny days persisted at Manitou. Down-welling photosynthetic photon flux density 

(PPFD) at 3 m a.g.l. regularly exceeded 1000 µmol m-2 s-1 during all seasons characterized in this 

work.  

We installed sonic anemometers and inlets for flux measurements on the 30 m walk-up 

‘chemistry’ tower at the Manitou site, with instruments housed in a nearby mobile trailer. We 
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also collected measurements of nitrogen oxides (NOx=NO+NO2), ozone (O3), carbon monoxide 

(CO), and sulfur dioxide (SO2) during these seasonal experiments. Descriptions for these 

measurements are in appendix (A1.2). Section 2.4 contains details of the estimated flux footprint. 

2.3 Measurements 

2.3.1 Organic acid measurements 

We measured gaseous formic {HCOOH}, propionic {CH3CH2COOH}, methacrylic 

{CH3C(CH2)COOH}, butyric {CH3(CH2)2COOH}, valeric {CH3(CH2)3COOH}, and heptanoic 

acids {CH3(CH2)5COOH} with an acetate high resolution time-of-flight chemical ionization 

mass spectrometer (hereafter referred to as CIMS; Tofwerk AG and Aerodyne Research, Inc.). 

We used acetate reagent ions throughout SPiFFY, except during five days in summer and three 

days during fall when we used iodide reagent ion chemistry. This manuscript focuses only on 

acetate CIMS data. The sensitivity of acetate CIMS does not substantially depend upon ambient 

water vapor concentrations unlike I-, CF3O-, and H3O+ CIMS, which have typically been used for 

previous flux measurements. Importantly, we note that while acetate CIMS cannot distinguish 

between structural isomers, the technique has little sensitivity to most other functional groups, so 

we relate signals to their most likely detected structures (i.e. carboxylic acids). However, some of 

these structures do have multiple structural isomers that maintain the acidic functionality. For 

example, we detect the deprotonated product of C4H8O2, which represents the sum of butyric and 

isobutyric acid (hereafter referred to as “butyric acid” for simplicity); other isomers, such as 

acetoin, do not possess adequately acidic hydrogen atoms for detection by acetate reagent ions. 

Similarly, C7H14O2 (hereafter referred to as “heptanoic acid” for simplicity) represents the sum 

of all C7-alkanoic acids. Both CIMS and acetate ionization mechanisms are described thoroughly 

elsewhere and are briefly described here.52–55  
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In this technique, sample air enters the ion-molecule reactor (IMR, 70 mbar) and mixes 

with an orthogonal stream of acetate reagent ions. Acetate reagent ions are thought to initially 

cluster in the IMR and then decluster in the atmospheric pressure interface to produce 

declustered, deprotonated analyte ions further downstream in the CIMS.53 Ionized analytes pass 

through both short and big segmented, RF-only quadrupoles before entering a series of ion 

transfer lenses. A voltage drop of 19 V between the ion lenses (skimmer and 2nd quadrupole 

entrance plate) keeps the CIMS in a declustering mode, minimizing the detection of acetate-

analyte clusters. After transmission, sample ions are orthogonally extracted, separated, and 

detected in the time-of-flight (ToF) region. Signal from the micro-channel plate detector 

(Photonis Inc.) is amplified by 11x, pre-averaged on an analog-to-digital converter (ADQ 1600, 

SP Devices), transferred to a computer (Dell Technologies, Inc.) by USB 2.0, and extracted at 15 

kHz into the data acquisition system (ToFDAQ). All measurements are averaged to 5 Hz time 

resolution. Mass resolutions >3.5x103 (m/Δm) and total counts >8x105 ions per spectrum are 

maintained during winter, spring, and the first two weeks of summer, at which point instrument 

sensitivity dropped to 2x105 ions per spectrum for the duration of the study. 

A reduced pressure inlet (Figure A1.1), similar to that described by Brophy and Farmer, 

samples air, although a durable perfluoroalkoxy alkane (PFA) inlet replaces the glass inlet.52 

Gases and particles enter a 1/4 in. PFA three-way tee (Swagelok) and flow through 11 cm of 1/8 

in. i.d. (1/4 in. o.d.) fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP) tubing. The flow is split with a sample 

bypass flow (40 L min-1, volumetric flow; 30 L min-1, standard flow), removing gases 

orthogonally from the main flow line with the aim of minimizing particle interferences, and a 

particle bypass flow (10 L min-1), pulling additional sample air through the inlet. Both flows are 

pumped by a single Triscroll 600 pump (Varian, Inc.). Gas sample moves from the inlet through 
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30 m of 3/8 in. i.d. (1/2 in. o.d.) FEP and tubing diameter reduces to 1/8 in. i.d. (1/4 in. o.d.) with 

a Swagelok reducing union. Finally, the CIMS subsamples at 4.5 L min-1. A PFA three-way tee 

positioned between the sample bypass line and IMR enables calibration gas addition (described 

below). The remaining sample bypass air flow recombines with the particle bypass flow, 

modulated by an inlet flow and pressure control box. Particle bypass and sample bypass flows 

are each measured by analog mass flow meters (MKS Instruments, model 179) prior to 

recombination. After recombining the particle bypass and sample bypass lines in the inlet box, a 

Baratron pressure transducer (MKS Instruments, model 750) monitors pressure, which we 

maintain at 350 mbar with a fast-acting, bidirectional needle valve (Aalborg Instrument and 

Controls, Inc., model SMV20-SVD2-A) and a PID loop automated with LabVIEW (National 

Instruments Corporation). 

The inlet system described above is designed to minimize differences in sampling 

residence times for different measured species (e.g., reduced inlet and sampling line pressure). 

We find little influence of the long tubing length for the inlet from the tower on instrument time 

response owing to turbulent flow in the inlet line (e.g., Reynold’s numbers of >4000 for this 

sampling system). The residence time in the inlet tubing between the inlet tip at the top of the 

tower and the CIMS inside the trailer is 3 s. This is a similar to the lag-covariance time of 4 s 

determined for the segment of tubing between the sonic anemometer and the CIMS detector 

(Figure A1.2). Emission peaks for all acids occur at or very close to zero lag-time lending 

confidence to the use of one lag time for multiple organic acid fluxes. Additionally, signal peaks 

at zero lag time clearly emerge from background noise evident at positive and negative lag times. 

We evaluated the response time of the system at MEFO by overflowing the inlet at the top of the 

tower with UZA and waiting for the detector signal to fall to zero. The resultant signal-decays 
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from ambient concentrations are fit well by a single exponential decay function, with e-folding 

times ranging from 0.59–4.6 s for calibrated organic acids. Formic acid e-folding times are 

similar regardless of UZA overflow location (2.9 s at inlet on top of tower versus 2.7 s at CIMS 

inlet in ground trailer), suggesting that most wall interactions happen in the ion-molecule 

reaction chamber of the CIMS (Figure A1.3). Previous measurements of other VOCs and 

OVOCs typically ignore potential dampening effects in high frequency signal fluctuations due to 

wall interactions. Such interactions are known to occur and cause delays in response time in even 

short segments of Teflon tubing on the order of seconds and up to several minutes for low 

volatility compounds.56 Further, spectral analysis suggests little dampening in the sampling lines 

(Sect. 2.4). Thus, we ignore attenuation due to wall interactions for the volatile organic acids 

described herein.  

The CIMS was calibrated on-line once every 1–2 hours using an automated calibration 

source. Calibrations included standard additions of formic, propionic, methacrylic, and butyric 

acids during all seasons; external standards of formic acid during winter and spring; and standard 

additions of valeric and heptanoic acids during summer and fall. System blanks were performed 

during every calibration period. Section A1.1 provides details of the calibration timeline and 

sample data.  

 We process CIMS data according to standard practices using ToFware version 2.5.7. 

Prior to high resolution peak fitting, CIMS signals (mV ns s-1) are baseline corrected and 

converted to counts s-1 by normalizing with a single-ion signal. We mass calibrate CIMS data 

using ≥10 fully resolved ions known to be in the spectrum m/z 32–283 (CHO2
-, C2H3O2

-, NO2
-, 

NO3
-, I-, Cl-, O2

-, C12H23O2
-, C13H25O2

-, C14H27O2
-, C15H29O2

-, C16H31O2
-, C18H35O2

-, CF3
-, 

C2F3O2
-, and C12H3Cl4O-). We identify and fit peaks based on exact peak masses and established 
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rules of covalent bonding. The resulting peak areas are normalized by total acetate ion signal 

area and multiplied by the total ion signal area measured during system blanks. We calculate 

mixing ratios of the six organic acids for which we have permeation standards by subtracting 

backgrounds (system blank) and dividing by immediately preceding bi-hourly sensitivities. 

Calibration periods take approximately 15 minutes. In preparation for eddy covariance analysis, 

we truncate each time series into one, 30-minute continuous flux period and re-align the mixing 

ratio time series forward by 4 s to account for offsets in time between acquisition of CIMS and 

wind speed data (Figure A1.2). We thus report one 30-minute average value of flux per species 

per hour. 

 The CIMS was coupled to a branch enclosure during summer and soil chambers during 

fall to constrain direct emissions of organic acids from ponderosa pine and soils, respectively. 

Appendix section A1.2.1 contains details of these measurements systems.   

2.3.2 Sonic anemometer 

A Windmaster Pro sonic anemometer (Gill Instruments Limited, Lymington, U.K.) 

mounted 30 m a.g.l. measures three-dimensional wind speed vectors and temperature. Data are 

transmitted via RS-422 and logged at 5 Hz time resolution with ToFDAQ data acquisition 

software (Tofwerk AG). The anemometer model requires a firmware correction affecting vertical 

wind speeds (w). Positive w values +16.6% and negative w values +28.9% are corrected 

according to the manufacturer’s specifications.57 We flag spikes in anemometer data with a 

median absolute deviation filter following the methods described in Mauder et al.58 Flagged 

values are replaced by linear interpolation unless >10 consecutive flags are found, in which case 

the entire flux period is removed from subsequent analysis. We flagged less than 0.5% of points 

from each wind vector or temperature time series. We rotate wind vectors to a natural coordinate 
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system by double rotation before trimming the time series to match the CIMS data flux periods 

in preparation for eddy covariance calculations.59 

2.4 Eddy Covariance Calculations 

 We calculate the vertical flux of each of the six organic acids by the eddy covariance 

method. Eddy covariance fluxes are quasi-continuous and represent a spatially integrated 

footprint.60 We calculate the flux between the surface and point of measurement for each flux 

period from the appropriately lagged 5 Hz mixing ratio (or temperature for sensible heat flux) 

and vertical wind speed data by Eq. (1): 𝐹 =  𝑤′𝐶′           (1) 

where F is the vertical flux (pptv m s-1, which can be converted to nmol m-2 h-1, or C m s-1, 

which can be converted to W m-2), C is the mixing ratio (pptv) (or temperature (C)), w is vertical 

wind speed (m s-1), and  ́ refers to instantaneous deviations from the 30-minute mean. We note 

that at MEFO during SPiFFY 1 pptv m s-1 is on average equivalent to 107.5 nmol m-2 h-1. All 

fluxes are reported as nmol m-2 h-1. The sign convention is such that a positive flux value 

represents an upward flux from the surface to the atmosphere. A negative flux value represents a 

downward flux from the atmosphere towards the surface. We do not correct the calculated CIMS 

fluxes with temperature heat spectra due to the lack of substantial, high-frequency spectral 

attenuation (<1% of total flux) in organic acid co-spectral analyses. Since the sample line 

pressure is controlled for constant pressure, we do not apply the Webb-Pearman-Leuning 

correction.61 Relative humidity corrections are applied to neither flux, nor concentrations as the 

instrument sensitivity for acetate CIMS has a negligible dependence on water vapor at the 

relative humidity ranges observed at MEFO.53 Horizontal sensor separation between the sonic 
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anemometer and inlet is also negligible. We investigate each flux period to ensure that data meet 

three key assumptions. Any flux period that fails a test is removed from subsequent analysis.  

(1) Turbulence at the measurement height must be well-developed. Friction velocity (u*) 

is a measure of horizontal wind shear forces, which is closely linked to atmospheric 

stability. Here, turbulence is considered to be well-developed when u* > 0.14 m s-1. 

We apply u*-filtering to exclude flux periods for which advection may yield spurious 

fluxes. Several studies have tabulated u* thresholds for various types of 

environments, finding that minimum u* thresholds for forested sites vary between 0.1 

– 0.15 m s-1.62–64. Values of 84%, 78%, 79%, and 77% of the data pass the turbulence 

test in winter, spring, summer, and fall, respectively. 

(2) Fluxes must remain in steady state within the 30-minute flux period. A stationarity 

test determines the mean of six consecutive 5-minute segments relative to the full 30-

minute flux period; flux periods are considered to pass when the deviation is <30%.65 

Values of 39–66%, 38–51%, 89–93%, and 43–65% of the data meet the stationarity 

criterion in winter, spring, summer, and fall, respectively. 

(3) During the fall, the United States Forest Service conducted several prescribed burns 

to thin vegetative detritus from forest floors. The burns include a large, adjacent 

parcel of forest to MEFO. To exclude biomass burning contributions from organic 

acid measurements in the fall, flux periods with observable CO spikes in the time 

series are excluded. Values of 98% and 100% of data pass CO filtering in fall and 

other seasons, respectively.  

Overall, 36–62%, 35–46%, 4–48%, and 36–58% of flux periods during winter, spring, 

summer, and fall, respectively, meet quality control criteria described above (ranges represent 
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the different organic acid analytes: formic acid most frequently passed the filters, heptanoic acid 

least frequently). 82% of the daytime data and 49% of the nighttime flux periods meet the quality 

control criteria described above for formic acid. Heptanoic acid fails to meet quality control 

criteria during all summer flux periods. 

Fluxes represent the pine forest fetch. We calculate footprints for each season using a 

canopy height of 16 m and displacement height of 10.7 m.66 Under stable conditions (Monin-

Obukhov length (L) > 0), 90% flux contours are long, >2000 m north-south, and narrow, >1000 

m east-west. Unstable footprints (L < 0) are more evenly distributed, extending >400 m in all 

directions (Figure A1.4). While many footprints include Colorado Highway 67, 1 km east of 

MEFO, we find no statistical difference in the distribution of organic acid fluxes when flux 

periods including the highway are excluded. We exclude no flux periods on the basis of 

footprints. 

During flux periods with low turbulence, trace gases can be stored in canopy air, 

particularly in canopies with dense foliage, which inhibit eddy penetration. Without vertical 

gradient measurements of organic acids, we do not estimate the storage term during any season 

at SPiFFY. However, a previous organic acid eddy flux study over a boreal forest (Leaf Area 

Index (LAI) = 6.3) determined the storage term for formic and acetic acids to be negligible. The 

canopy at MEFO is less dense (LAI = 1.14) allowing more penetration of eddies carrying organic 

acids.39 More importantly, organic acid flux data is filtered to exclude flux periods with low 

turbulence, in which canopy storage of trace gases is more pronounced. We thus ignore the 

storage term for organic acid fluxes in this work. 

We use spectral analysis to investigate the quality of CIMS flux measurements. Co-

spectral densities of vertical wind speed and mixing ratio represent the organic acid flux as a 
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function of frequency, a proxy for eddy size. Average cospectral densities (Figure A1.5) are 

calculated for all organic acids during each season between 9:00 and 15:00 local time. Here, 

“local time” refers to Mountain Daylight time (UTC –6) during spring, summer, and fall 

campaigns, and Mountain Standard time (UTC –7) during the winter campaign. Cospectra of 

temperature flux (sonic temperature and vertical wind speed) are similar to organic acid 

cospectra, demonstrating that high frequency variations are not significantly attenuated by the 

inlet at frequencies <2.5 Hz. Averaging times are long enough, time resolutions fast enough, and 

organic acids detection sufficiently sensitive to observe an inertial subrange in the spectra for all 

acids. We hypothesize that reducing and controlling inlet pressure in the closed-path system 

obviates the need for spectral transformation. We note that substantial spectral attenuation may 

occur at frequencies >2.5 Hz; however, frequencies beyond the Nyquist frequency (2.5 Hz here) 

are obfuscated by aliasing.   

Time-lagged covariance functions between vertical wind speeds and mixing ratios of 

organic acids provide a useful calculation of uncertainty in eddy covariance fluxes. The 

covariance at lag times far exceeding the flux integral timescale represent the combined random 

instrument noise and environmental fluctuations that contribute to measured fluxes.67,68 We 

calculate the flux detection limit for an individual organic acid for a single flux period as 3 of 

covariances lagged 30–60 s, in both positive and negative directions. Observed fluxes of formic 

acid consistently exceed the detection limit for two-thirds of the flux periods, while observed 

methacrylic acid fluxes were often below detection limit (Table 2.3). More daytime fluxes 

exceeded detection limit than nighttime fluxes. 

2.5 Results 
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MEFO experienced clean continental air with occasional intrusions of polluted, urban air 

from Denver or Colorado Springs. SO2 concentrations are generally below 1 ppbv but spike 

above 1.5 ppbv during some evenings when winds are northeasterly or southeasterly (i.e. from 

Front Range cities). NOx concentrations trend similarly with wind direction at MEFO and are 

consistent with past measurements. Ozone rarely exceeds 60 ppbv even during peak 

photochemistry in the summer. The ozone maximum was 97 ppbv on 28 July. Seasonal 

measurements of trace gases, including organic acids, are summarized in Table 2.2.  

MEFO is similar to other coniferous forest sites in terms of formic acid concentrations. 

Daytime formic acid at MEFO peaked at 2 - 6 ppbv in the summer, comparable to peak 

observations (2 - 3 ppb) over a boreal forest in Finland during summer 2015.6  

Formic acid mixing ratios are 10 – 100x higher than other organic acids. Mixing ratios for all 

organic acids are an order of magnitude higher in warmer seasons (summer and fall) than in 

colder seasons (winter and spring). All six organic acids follow the same diel trends within a 

given season. In the summer, organic acids increase at sunrise, reach a late afternoon or evening 

maximum, and then decrease overnight in all seasons (Figure 2.2). A mid-morning (~9:00 local 

time) reduction in all organic acid mixing ratios occurs most days and is consistent with the 

breakup of the nocturnal boundary layer. Formic, propionic, butyric, and valeric acids follow the 

same diel trends as previous measurements in the Colorado Front Range, although summer 

formic acid at the Boulder Atmospheric Observatory is about a factor of 2 higher than at 

MEFO.44 

 Organic acid fluxes are consistently upward throughout all four seasons. We note that 

though this paper focuses on small organic acids, other compounds, such as isocyanic acid, 

exhibit downward fluxes, which will be the focus of future publications. This indicates persistent 
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ecosystem sources of all six organic acids (Figure 2.2). Diel cycles in flux differ from 

concentration. Fluxes increase from near-zero at sunrise and peak at mid-day, before decreasing 

back to zero (within measurement uncertainty) near sunset. Downward organic acid fluxes are 

rare, accounting for only 6 – 15% of all unfiltered fluxes and 1 – 8% of all quality-filtered fluxes 

exceeding the flux detection limit. Most (> 99%) downward flux events occurred at nighttime. 

Organic acid fluxes are approximately an order of magnitude lower in winter and spring than in 

summer and fall. 

 We calculate exchange velocity (Vex, cm s-1) as the flux divided by the average 

concentration of the flux period for each acid. Positive exchange velocities represent emission 

rates from the forest, while negative exchange velocities represent deposition rates. Vex provides 

a flux normalized by concentration, thus enabling comparison of biosphere-atmosphere exchange 

rates across different sites subject to different concentration regimes. Vex is equivalent in 

magnitude to deposition velocity (Vdep), but opposite in sign convention (Vex = -Vdep). Vex is 

commonly used to denote the average vertical rate of exchange between the measurement height 

and the surface, particularly for eddy flux measurements of oxygenated volatile organic 

compounds.6,13,37,40,69–71 Despite formic acid having orders of magnitude higher concentration 

than the other organic acids, the exchange velocities are all of the same order of magnitude in the 

spring and summer. In contrast, during the colder spring and winter months, formic acid 

emission rates are again much higher than the other acids, indicating that the fluxes may be 

driven by different processes for the different organic acids. 

2.6 Discussion 

The observed organic acid mixing ratio and flux diel cycles require a daytime source 

coupled to a rapid (i.e. lifetime of hours) sink. Summer observations are similar to previous 
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studies: mixing ratios peak in the mid-day, similar to summertime measurements in forests2,40,72 

and urban sites.49 The upward formic acid flux maximizes in the middle of the day, similar to 

formic acid flux observations at Hyytiälä.6  

Large canopy-level emissions at MEFO indicate that formic acid is potentially an 

important source of reactive atmospheric carbon. In summer 2010, Kaser et al. measured 0.50 

mg m-2 h-1 (37 molC m-2 h-1) mid-day average monoterpene emission fluxes - only 10 times 

larger than summer 2016 mid-day median formic acid fluxes of 3.8 molC m-2 h-1.39 

Despite measuring a sizeable range of organic acid concentrations across the seasons, we 

observe no evidence of a compensation point (i.e. no consistent shift from emission to deposition 

as ambient concentrations increase), contrary to observations over a tropical forest by Jardine et 

al. (Figure A1.7).37 

 The upward organic acid fluxes persist through the seasons. Compiling the data 

demonstrates that organic acid fluxes increase exponentially with temperature (Figure 2.3) and 

vapor pressure deficit (Figure A1.8), decrease exponentially with relative humidity, but do not 

correlate with photoactive photon flux density (PPFD) (r2 < 0.10 for formic acid) or O3 (r2 < 

0.15). These correlations initially appear consistent with a direct plant source of the organic acids 

to the atmosphere, but closer inspection reveals evidence for other sources.  

 The strong temperature dependence of the observed organic acid fluxes follows the 

exponential temperature equation used by ecosystem emissions models for light independent 

plant VOC emissions. For example, the Model of Emissions of Gases and Aerosols from Nature 

(MEGAN)73 models monoterpene fluxes as: 𝐸 = 𝐸𝑓𝑒𝛽(𝑇−𝑇𝑠)          (2) 
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where Ef is the basal emission rate (nmol m-2 h-1) at a standard temperature (Ts, 303 K), T is the 

ambient temperature in Kelvin, and β represents a temperature scaling factor, assigned a value of 

0.09 K-1 for monoterpenes, which sets the emission to Ef at Ts. We fit the canopy-level flux data 

from all seasons to Eq. (2) to derive Ef and calculate basal emission rates of 4700±210 nmol m-2 

h-1 for formic, 59±3.2 nmol m-2 h-1 for propanoic, 12±0.9 nmol m-2 h-1 for methacrylic, 66±3.2 

nmol m-2 h-1 for butyric, 20±2.2 nmol m-2 h-1 for valeric, and 17±3.2 nmol m-2 h-1 for heptanoic 

acids. The model accounts for only 15 - 53% of the variance of the organic acid fluxes.  

Nighttime fluxes are particularly problematic as nocturnal temperatures are high enough 

to result in a much larger predicted nighttime emission than the near-zero flux we observed. Of 

course, this analysis ignores contributions of dry deposition to the observed flux, which could 

improve model-measurement agreement. Incorporating light into the model, as with the 

Parameterized Canopy Environment Emission Activity (PCEEA) model, provides a better 

representation of the diel cycle than the temperature-only MEGAN model but underestimates 

daytime upward fluxes and fails to improve the correlation coefficients (r2 = 0.15-0.53 for 

temperature only; 0.24-0.50 for temperature and light).74 The weak correlation coefficients 

suggest that while application of a primary ecosystem source may improve the model-

measurement discrepancies for formic acid over forests described above, a direct source may be 

mechanistically inaccurate. Further, formic acid basal emissions of 4700 nmol m-2 h-1 are 7x 

larger than the 30 g m-2 h-1 basal emissions used in previous studies to estimate formic acid 

emissions from trees and shrubs in forest ecosystems.6,12 Thus direct plant emissions are unlikely 

the sole source of the organic acids.  

We observe few downward fluxes, meaning that local dry deposition is insufficient to 

overwhelm the sources and control the atmospheric lifetimes of any of the organic acids. 
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The observed, net ecosystem organic acid flux is temperature-dependent, occurs only 

during the daytime, and persists throughout the seasons. Here, we evaluate four possible 

contributing sources of organic acids: primary emissions from (1) plants, (2) soils, and (3) ants, 

plus (4) secondary, in-canopy chemistry of other biogenic VOC emissions. We compare these 

sources to predicted dry deposition sinks and consider the organic acid flux budget at MEFO. 

2.6.1 Plant Emissions 

 Plants emit C1 – C7 alkanoic acids and are a plausible primary source of observed 

upward flux. Plants produce formic acid by oxidizing glyoxylic acid, methanol, and 

formaldehyde and by reducing CO2 to formate.75,76 Biochemical production mechanisms of the 

other organic C2-C7 acids discussed herein are scarce. To the best of our knowledge, direct 

emissions of propionic, methacrylic, butyric, valeric, and heptanoic acids from plants may be 

presented here for the first time. This could also be evidence of very rapid secondary chemical 

formation of organic acids from biogenic precursors.  

Correlations of temperature and vapor pressure deficit with organic acid fluxes are 

consistent with direct plant emissions as are the observed seasonal trends in organic acid fluxes. 

Plant metabolism, including the formic acid-forming processes of ethylene synthesis and 

methanol oxidation, slows during colder seasons due to reduced temperatures and available 

sunlight. Likewise, organic acid emissions decrease by an order of magnitude between warm 

(summer and fall) and cold (winter and spring) seasons. 

However, measurements of organic acid emissions from plants suggest relatively small 

fluxes - at least an order of magnitude smaller than known oxidative precursors such as isoprene 

and monoterpenes.34 MEGAN incorporates leaf cuvette and branch enclosure measurements into 

emission factors used to predict plant emissions for formic, acetic, and pyruvic acids.73 Applying 
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the MEGAN temperature parameterization to MEFO predicts a summer mid-day leaf-level 

formic acid flux of 170 nmol m-2 h-1, in comparison to the observed 3400 nmol m-2 h-1.  

We can further refine these estimates of primary biogenic emission using previous studies 

of pine tree emissions of formic acid. To the best of our knowledge, there are no previous 

measurements of C3-C7 organic acid emissions from plants, let alone pine trees. Villanueva-

Fierro et al. measured a mass emission rate of 210 ngHCOOH gd.w.
-1 h-1 from ponderosa pine in 

Central New Mexico.77 Kesselmeier et al. measured an average mass emission rate of 333 

ngHCOOH gd.w.
-1 h-1 from Italian stone pine (Pinus pinea L).78 Dense pine forests with LAIs on the 

order of 2.5 – 4.0 have pine needle biomass densities of 400 – 900 gd.w. m-2, and we estimate 200 

gd.w. m-2 pine needle density at MEFO (LAI = 1.14).79 We estimate formic acid basal emission 

rates from ponderosa pine trees (Ef), mass emission rate (Eneedle, ng gd.w.
-1 h-1) and the density of 

pine needles in a characteristic area of forest (ρneedle, gd.w. m-2) from  𝐸𝑓 =  𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑙𝑒𝜌𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑙𝑒 (3) 

Using the two published pine mass emission rates, we calculate a basal emission rate for 

formic acid of 910 – 1500 nmol m-2 h-1, smaller than the 4700 nmol m-2 h-1 calculated from the 

ecosystem scale fluxes (Figure 2.3). Scaling these emission potentials to MEFO according to Eq. 

(2) using  = 0.09 and Ts = 303 K, we predict that direct plant emissions from ponderosa pine 

would account for mid-day fluxes of 630 – 1000 nmol m-2 h-1 of formic acid in summer and 140 

– 220 nmol m-2 h-1 in winter. For comparison, Schobesberger et al. estimated a summer afternoon 

primary plant emission of formic acid at Hyytiala as ~5 pptv m s-1 (~500 nmol m-2 h-1).6 Besides 

predicted emissions for Italian stone pine, these literature-based estimates suggest that plant 

emissions account for little of the observed upward flux. 
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 We compare these literature-based estimates of plant emissions to actual branch 

enclosure measurements. We enclosed a ponderosa pine branch ~5 m a.g.l. in a Teflon bag and 

sampled the concentration gradient between ambient air outside versus inside the bag with the 

CIMS (see Sect. A1.2.1 for details). We observed very small primary plant emissions of organic 

acids with these in situ branch enclosures (Table 2.4). Scaling our observed leaf-level emission 

of formic acid to the forest leaf area, results in a direct plant flux of formic acid of 94 nmol m-2  

h-1, just 2.5% of the summer daily maximum. 

Our branch enclosure measurements suggest that while primary plant emissions are 

negligible for formic acid, they may be relatively important sources of the other organic acids 

during cold seasons. For example, during winter, plant emissions of butyric acid account for a 

large fraction (62%) of the measured flux + dry deposition. During spring, plant emissions 

overestimate (190%) the butyric acid flux budget. 

2.6.2 Soil and Leaf Litter Emissions 

 Soils and leaf litter can be direct sources of multiple organic acids via microbial 

activity.80,81 Microbes of the Propionibacterium genus synthesize propanoic acid from succinate 

or pyruvate intermediaries following glycolysis. Similarly, butyric acid is synthesized by 

glycolytically-formed pyruvate oxidizing to Acetyl CoA; butyric acid can be further processed 

by fermentation. Mixed acid synthesis can produce formic, acetic, lactic, butyric, and succinic 

acids through alternate end-pathways to fermentation for many microbes. Ubiquitous 

methanotrophic bacteria synthesize formic acid from subsequent steps following the oxidation of 

methane prior to initiation of the serine cycle. 
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Sanhueza and Andreae measured daily average formic acid emissions of 0.14 nmol m-2 s-

1 from dry, savannah soils in Venezuela.82 Based on these measurements, Paulot et al. developed 

an exponential relationship between soil emissions of HCOOH (Esoil) and temperature:12 𝐸𝑠𝑜𝑖𝑙 = 𝐴𝑒((𝛽×𝑇)−1) (4) 

where A is the basal emission rate from soil (nmol m-2 h-1),  is the temperature sensitivity, and T 

is soil temperature (C). Paulot et al. found A = 1.7 x 10-3 nmol m-2 s-1 and  = 0.119 C -1.12 The 

dry, deep, sandy loamy soils at MEFO have similar attributes to the savannah soils with neutral 

pH (6.1 – 7.8) and minimal organic content (1 – 4 %).50 Mielnik et al. measured soil formic acid 

fluxes of a similar magnitude (0.01 – 0.15 nmol m-2 s-1) from Colorado soils, including samples 

from MEFO collected in spring and summer 2018.21 The Colorado soils showed larger basal 

emission rates but suppressed temperature dependences (A = 0.11 nmol m-2 s-1 and  = 0.028 C -

1) relative to the tropical savannah soils. Based on these studies, we calculate that soil emits 49 – 

300 nmol m-2 h-1 of formic acid during summer (1.3 – 8% of observed ecosystem flux) and 6.2 – 

180 nmol m-2 h-1 during winter (2.9 - 84% of observed ecosystem flux). However, soil emissions 

depend on soil moisture, and these calculations do not consider that or potential emissions from 

leaf litter – nor do they provide soil emissions for organic acids other than formic or acetic acid. 

 We conducted in situ soil chamber experiments during fall 2016 to observationally 

constrain soil / forest floor emissions of formic and other organic acids. Gray et al. describe the 

soil chambers in detail.83 We installed three chambers within the flux footprint into soil that was 

covered in needle detritus. Organic acid emissions from the chambers are consistently small, 

accounting for <1% of the observed fall fluxes (Table 2.4). Soils emit more formic acid than the 

other organic acids, consistent with a methanotrophic bacteria source. The observed formic acid 

emission is an order of magnitude smaller than the previous two studies, which we speculate is 
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due to (i) the cooler ambient temperatures than those explored in laboratory experiments, (ii) 

potential organic acid uptake by the needle litter layer, and (iii) the very dry conditions during 

the soil chamber studies. MEFO experienced no precipitation for ~4 weeks during the fall before 

soil chamber measurements were conducted, and the soil was likely much drier than previous lab 

or field experiments. Considering both the literature and in situ chamber constraints, soils are a 

small atmospheric source for any of the organic acids.  

The persistent upward fluxes observed during winter and spring raise the question of 

snow as an organic acid source. A thick (>30 cm) layer of snow covered the forest floor at 

MEFO four times during SPiFFY – twice during winter and twice during spring. Surprisingly, 

these events impacted neither the diel cycle, nor the magnitude of organic acid fluxes (Figure 

2.4). 

2.6.3 Ant Emissions 

Formicine ants emit formic acid for defense and alarm signaling.23 Formica podzolica is 

an abundant ant species at a nearby site in the forest (39.1 N, 105.0833 W).84 We estimate ant 

emissions at Manitou by Eq. (5) following Graedel and Eisner:23 𝐹𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑠 =  𝜌𝑎𝑚𝑎𝜓𝛿  (5) 

where Fants is formic acid flux from Formica sp. ants, a is the estimated density of ants (100 – 

600 ants m-2), ma is average ant mass (5 mg),  is fraction of ant body mass present as 

volatilizable formic acid (0.02), and  is the timescale for formic acid release (0.5 yr). Ant 

density is based upon two studies of Formica ant ecology in Colorado, which found colony 

densities between 15 – 115 mounds ha-1.85,86 Assuming 5 x 105 ants mound-1, we estimate ant 

densities between 100 – 600 ants m-2. We calculate that ants contribute 54 – 300 nmol m-2 h-1 of 

the formic acid flux in the summer, or 1 – 8 % of the measured daily maximum formic acid flux. 
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Ants hibernate in the colder seasons, and we assume they are negligible formic acid sources in 

winter and spring at Manitou. Ants and other fauna are not known sources of the other five 

organic acids. 

2.6.4 In-canopy Chemistry 

Multi-generational oxidation of volatile organic compounds produces much of the 

knownformic acid budget.12,14,15 For example, monoterpenes with terminal alkenes, such as beta 

pinene and limonene, can be oxidized by O3 to form stabilized Criegee intermediates (CH2OO). 

The Criegee biradical can then react with readily available water vapor (k = 1 x 10-17 cm3 molec-1 

s-1) and generate formic acid. In fact, H2O + different Criegee intermediates and HO2 or RO2 + a 

peroxyacyl radical constitute the primary formation reactions for alkanoic acids employed by the 

Master Chemical Mechanism via the website: http://mcm.leeds.ac.uk/MCM.87,88  

Organic acid formation throughout a well-mixed boundary layer should not affect 

observed ecosystem-atmosphere fluxes unless there is a strong vertical gradient in production. 

However, in-canopy chemistry is a known phenomenon in which fast chemical reactions on the 

timescale of forest canopy residence times (<10 min) create vertical gradients in concentration 

below the sensor height and thus an observed turbulent flux. In-canopy chemistry is thought to 

cause enhanced deposition fluxes of O3 and enhanced upward fluxes of NOx, NOy, and 

secondary organic aerosol.89–92 Production reactions must be faster than the canopy air exchange 

rate below the sensor height to cause observed upward fluxes, requiring substantial emissions of 

very reactive precursors. However, ponderosa pine trees are strong emitters of monoterpenes and 

other VOCs.39,93 Alwe et al. speculate that in-canopy chemistry is responsible for upward formic 

acid fluxes, providing correlations between formic acid and oxidized organic compounds as 

http://mcm.leeds.ac.uk/MCM
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supporting evidence.13 In-canopy ozonolysis and OH oxidation of biogenic VOC emissions are 

thus potential ecosystem sources of organic acids.  

Several lines of evidence point to the possible role of in-canopy chemistry in the 

observed MEFO ecosystem source of organic acids. The temperature-dependence of observed 

organic acid emissions is similar to that of biogenic VOC precursors, and monoterpenes in 

particular. Kaser et al. (2013) found temperature-dependent fit parameters for Eq. (2) of Ef = 0.50 

mg m-2 h-1 and  = 0.12.39 Using these parameters and ambient temperatures measured during 

SPiFFY, we estimate monoterpene emissions of 0 – 0.49 mg m-2 h-1, which accounts for 0 - 36 

molC m-2 h-1 of organic carbon atoms, compared to the 0 – 3.8 molC m-2 h-1 observed 

emission for formic acid. There is little correlation between formic acid flux and either O3 or 

PPFD, which would influence available O3 or OH, but the oxidant might not be the limiting 

reactant in the organic acid production. Thus a clear correlation is not necessarily expected.  

For in-canopy chemistry to produce an observed upward organic acid flux, several 

requirements must be met. First, in-canopy production must outcompete in-canopy deposition. 

Second, the forest must have enough oxidant in the canopy and emit enough fast-reacting VOCs 

so as to outcompete production of organic acids above the sensor height on the timescale of 

canopy-atmosphere exchange – thereby producing a vertical gradient in organic acids. Ponderosa 

pines at Manitou emit 2-methyl-3-buten-2-ol (MBO) (50.2 % of total BVOC emissions) and 

monoterpenes (33.5 %), which account for ~62 % of the OH reactivity at the site.94 NO+ CIMS 

measured isoprene concentrations of ~ 200 pptv at MEFO.95  

Multi-generational reactions of O3 and OH with terpenes produce formic acid. Formic 

acid yields from MBO are 6 – 8% with OH and 3% with O3.96 Formic acid yields from 
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monoterpenes are 4 - 11% with OH and 7% with O3.97,98 We calculate the chemical production 

by: 𝐹𝑙𝑢𝑥𝐻𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐻 =  𝐹𝑙𝑢𝑥𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑟  ×  𝑘𝑜𝑥𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑛𝑡  × 𝐶𝑜𝑥𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑛𝑡  ×  𝜏 × 𝑌  (6) 

where FluxHCOOH is the predicted chemical production flux of formic acid, Fluxprecursor is the 

average daily maximum flux of MBO from Kaser et al. or the average daily maximum flux of 

monoterpenes calculated from the Ef and β parameters of Kaser et al. given observed 

meteorological conditions and Eq. (2),39 koxidant is the rate constant of the corresponding 

precursor with OH or O3, Coxidant is the concentration of OH or O3, τ is the canopy residence 

time, and Y is the appropriate molar yield. The canopy residence time is estimated from the 

findings of Martens et al., who report residence times for radon, a transport tracer for CO2 

exchange between the atmosphere and a forest canopy.99 Given summertime daily maximum 

fluxes of 0.31 mg m-2 h-1 for monoterpenes and 2.2 mg m-2 h-1 for MBO, an estimated canopy 

OH concentration of 1x106 molec cm-3, a canopy residence time of 10 minutes, and rate 

constants (kOH) of 1x10-10 and 3.9x10-11 cm3 molec-1 s-1 for monoterpenes and MBO, 

respectively, we predict 45 and 42 nmol m-2 h-1 formic acid from in-canopy OH oxidation of 

monoterpenes and MBO, respectively. In-canopy OH oxidation calculated according to Eq. (6) 

accounts for at most 1% (monoterpenes) and 1% (MBO) of the average midday measured formic 

acid flux of 3500 nmol m-2 h-1. Using the same biogenic hydrocarbon emissions, a measured 

average daily maximum O3 concentration of 107x1010 molec cm-3 (~60 ppbv), and kozone values 

of 3.9x10-15 and 8.6x10-18 cm3 molec-1 s-1 for monoterpenes and MBO, respectively, we calculate 

formic acid fluxes of 1190 and 2.5 nmol m-2 h-1 following Eq. (6). These afternoon maximum 

production fluxes account for 35% and <1% of the net formic acid flux from monoterpene and 

MBO ozonolysis, respectively. We note that formic acid yields vary with oxidant exposure, and 
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in-canopy chemistry must occur within 10 minutes to contribute to an observed upward flux, so 

these yields used in these calculations represent upper estimates.28  

These back-of-the-envelope calculations thus imply that in-canopy oxidation of reactive 

biogenic VOCs – and ozonolysis of monoterpenes in particular – may be substantial components 

of the observed organic acid flux. Ozone changes little across the seasons (Table 2.2), but the 

temperature decreases substantially in the winter and spring – meaning that the temperature-

dependent monoterpene and MBO emissions will also decrease. Thus, we estimate that in-

canopy chemistry will cause 120 nmol m-2 h-1 of formic acid flux in the winter, or 59% of the 

observed flux. 

OH oxidation of monoterpenes produces 0.002-0.06% molar yields of methacrylic and 

butyric acids, which would result in upward fluxes of 3.0 and 2.5 nmol m-2 h-1 of methacrylic and 

butyric acids, respectively, in summer.28 Here, we calculate chemical production with a weighted 

average assuming 33.3% of total monoterpenes each represented by alpha pinene, beta pinene, 

and limonene. A more detailed canopy chemistry model may be able to better constrain some of 

the potential sources that we identify here. For example, peroxy radicals are present at MEFO in 

mixing ratios as high as 180 pptv and can react with other RO2 or HO2 radicals to produce 

gaseous organic acids.100 

2.6.5 Flux Budget 

We combine the observational and literature-derived constraints on each of the organic 

acid sources and sinks to create a flux budget. We focus on mid-day fluxes, when the observed 

ecosystem organic acid sources are at their largest. We calculate dry deposition with a resistance 

model, including canopy resistance improvements from Nguyen et al.40,101 A detailed description 

of the resistance model is provided in Sect. A1.3. The observed flux is the net result of sources 
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minus sinks, so we calculate an organic acid source term as the sum of observed flux plus 

calculated dry deposition. 

 We compare the ‘bottom-up’ formic acid source (i.e. sum of individually calculated 

components discussed above) to the ‘top-down’ source determined as the sum of observed 

flux+calculated dry deposition. We see excellent agreement for formic acid sources at night, but 

strong discrepancies in the day (Figure 2.5). Chemical production, specifically rapid ozonolysis 

of monoterpenes in the canopy, is predicted to be the single largest source of formic acid. Thus, 

we find a missing / underestimated formic acid source and potentially an overestimated formic 

acid sink. With the exception of methacrylic acid, canopy-level fluxes are far larger in warm 

seasons than cold seasons (Figure 2.6). During winter, summer, and fall, sizeable upward fluxes 

of formic acid are missing in the budgets. During spring, we overestimate sources (or 

underestimate sinks). This is one season with substantial snow cover, which we speculate may 

affect dry deposition, although this observation may also be the result of uncertainties around the 

relatively small observed flux. Secondary chemical production is the most important predicted 

source of formic acid across all seasons. In contrast, neither methacrylic nor butyric acid sources 

are controlled by chemical production. Most of these acids’ budgets are controlled by missing 

sources except for during cold seasons when plant emissions become an important source for 

butyric acid. Like formic acid, butyric acid shows a missing sink or overestimated source during 

spring. 

There are three ways to improve the comparison of modeled vs. observed organic acid 

fluxes: (1) ecosystem source component(s) may be missing or underestimated, (2) missing and/or 

underestimated source(s) in combination with overestimated deposition, or (3) there may be a 
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missing sink that is greatly enhanced above the sensor height relative to below. Missing sources 

could include:  

• In-canopy chemistry of sesquiterpenes, which are emitted from ponderosa pines102 

and react rapidly with O3,103 though their organic acid yields are unknown. Ponderosa 

pines also emit other terpenoids, including methyl chavicol, which are also likely 

oxidized to form organic acids.104 We also note that different monoterpene isomers 

produce different amounts and distributions of organic acids.28 

• Reactions of O3 with ecosystem sources (e.g. epicuticular waxes, cellulose or lignin 

on branch surfaces, exposed pine resins, and/or organic matter on soil surfaces); while 

ozonolysis of plant biomass has been noted to produce formic acid,105 the lack of 

correlation between ozone and upward organic acid fluxes makes this unlikely. 

• Dew or water layers on ecosystem surfaces may act as an organic acid reservoir, 

absorbing organic acids at night, and then evaporating and releasing them during the 

day. Studies of ammonia have found that surface moisture can account for a sizable 

fraction of morning emissions.106 We would expect a morning increase in formic acid 

emissions from the forest, which is seen in the concentration and flux data (Figure 

2.2). 

• Direct emissions from biogenic sources not constrained with measurements in this 

study, such as herbaceous plants on the forest floor, tree trunks, fallen branches, and 

pine resins.3,107–109 

Alternately, the top-down approach may overestimate the organic acid sinks. Removal of 

organic acid by OH radicals or O3 are negligible relative to dry deposition and cannot account for 

the model-measurement discrepancy. However, our understanding of dry deposition of 
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oxygenated VOCs is limited, and a more likely source of uncertainty. While not included in our 

dry deposition resistance model, volatile organic acids can be lost to particles through gas-

particle partitioning and reactions at particle surfaces. However, previous studies suggest that 

aqueous-phase partitioning does not contribute significantly to ambient organic acid mixing 

ratios with calculated organic acid losses to particles of 6.1 x 10-11 - 2.4 x 10-8 ppbv.44 MEFO in 

the summer and fall is typically arid, and is thus likely to have limited water surfaces, to which 

the water-soluble organic acids in this study could be lost. Gases may not be removed to forest 

surfaces with the same efficiency as wetter environments. Further investigation of dry deposition 

mechanisms for oxidized organic species is essential for understanding the role of the terrestrial 

biosphere in regulating organic acid concentrations in the atmosphere. 

Organic acid loss processes that are far faster above the sensor height than below would 

create a decreasing vertical gradient throughout the boundary layer and an apparent upward flux. 

That is, the flux discrepancy could be driven by an atmospheric loss process rather than an 

ecosystem source. Possible organic acid loss processes above the sensor height include: 

entrainment of clean air from the free troposphere, removal by dissolution in cloud droplets, or 

more rapid photolysis or oxidation higher up in the boundary layer. One possible chemical loss 

for organic acids that are unexplored in the atmospheric chemistry literature is the esterification 

reaction of carboxylic acids with alcohols, such as methanol. An atmospheric loss process that is 

enhanced with altitude would also explain the diel cycles in organic acid mixing ratio: the 

afternoon drop-off in organic acid mixing ratio requires a rapid loss process. While dry 

deposition is typically invoked to explain diel cycles from ground observations of nitric acid 

(HNO3), the organic acid flux measurements during SPiFFY are upward throughout the day. 

Thus ecosystem sources consistently outcompete dry deposition. A removal process higher in the 
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atmosphere would help explain both the observed upward flux and the short lifetime implied by 

the mixing ratio diel cycle. However, we note that Mattila et al. did not observe any evidence for 

strong sinks higher in the boundary layer from vertical profiles of organic acids in the Front 

Range of Colorado, and that those vertical profile observations were more consistent with 

surface-level sources such as ozonolysis of surface organic matter, such as vegetation, soils, or 

organic films.21 

2.7 Conclusions 

We observe a consistent ecosystem source of organic acids throughout all four seasons at 

this semi-arid ponderosa pine forest site. Organic acid fluxes from the forest increase 

exponentially with temperature similar to monoterpene fluxes. MEFO is clearly a net source of 

organic acids to the atmosphere throughout the year although the fluxes are largest in the warmer 

summer and fall months. The observed emission fluxes can be partially accounted for by known 

and observed primary and secondary sources; however, the relative importance of these sources 

varies for each organic acid. Soils and pine trees are predicted to be negligible sources of formic 

acid relative to in-canopy chemical production, but may be more important for other organic 

acids, particularly in colder seasons when emissions of reactive terpenoids and subsequent in-

canopy chemistry are small. Formic acid may be a valuable tracer for the chemical flux of ozone. 

Assuming a daytime ozone flux of ~-40µmol m-2 h-1, a production flux of 1190 nmol m-2 h-1 

suggests that ~3% of the ozone flux signal could be attributed to formic acid production from 

ozonolysis reactions with monoterpenes. A missing source (or overestimated sink below the 

canopy height – or underestimated sink above) remains not only for formic acid, but also butyric 

and methacrylic acids. Potential organic acid sources include in-canopy gas or surface oxidation 

chemistry, or interaction with water layers on ecosystem surfaces. We may also be 
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overestimating dry deposition in the arid Colorado environment and/or ignoring organic acid 

sinks higher in the boundary layer. Our observations highlight the uncertainties in understanding 

the sources and sinks of even the simplest oxidized VOCs in the atmosphere and point to a need 

for a deeper mechanistic understanding of dry deposition of organic gases, emission of larger and 

multi-functional terpenoids, and rapid oxidation chemistry occurring in forest canopies. Removal 

processes for organic acids remain puzzling, as the diel concentration profiles suggest a strong 

afternoon sink, but our flux observations demonstrate that dry deposition is insufficient to 

outcompete the ecosystem sources. 
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Chapter 2 Figures 

 

Figure 2.1. Seasonally averaged temperature (left), relative humidity (center), and ozone mixing 
ratios (right) during the measurement campaigns vary across the seasons. Points represent hourly 
averages with error bars encompassing 1 standard deviation. Hours of day are derived from 
local time, which we define as Mountain Daylight time (UTC -6) for spring, summer, and fall 
seasons and Mountain Standard time (UTC -7) for the winter season. 
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Figure 2.2. Seasonal diel mixing ratios (pptv, left), fluxes (nmol m-2 h-1, middle), and exchange 
velocities (cm s-1, right) for six organic acids. Data points represent seasonal, hourly medians. 
Fluxes and exchange velocities are filtered according to Sect. 2.4. From top to bottom, seasons 
are winter, spring, summer and fall. For mixing ratio and flux plots, formic acid mixing ratio is 
on the left axis, and propionic, methacrylic, butyric, valeric, and heptanoic acids are on the right 
axis. Upward fluxes and exchange velocities are evident for all organic acids during the daytime 
with average nighttime fluxes approaching zero. See Figures A1.9-A1.14 for additional details. 
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Figure 2.3. Organic acid fluxes increase with ambient air temperature at MEFO. The black lines 
represent an exponential fit of the form, Fnet =Fstde0.09(T –303) (see Eq. (2)), where Fnet is the 
quality-filtered canopy flux, Fstd is standard emission at 303 K, and T is the temperature 
separated into 2 K bins (all seasons). Error bars represent the standard deviation of each bin. We 
determine correlation coefficients (r2) for the model versus the observational data. Winter and 
spring data are absent for valeric and heptanoic acids due to the lack of calibrations during those 
seasons. 
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Figure 2.4. Diel averaged formic acid fluxes from 25 February 2016 (blue) and 17 February 
2016 (green) are not substantively different in magnitude or trend with snow-covered ground 
(>30 cm) or bare ground in the same season and at afternoon maximum temperatures of 9.4C 
and 13C, respectively. 
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Figure 2.5. Diel formic acid flux budget for SPiFFY fall campaign. Budget totals represent the 
sum of all sources and sinks – measured, where available, and modeled using upper-bound 
estimates. The budget total accounts for approximately one-third of the measured daytime flux. 
The budget total poorly recreates the substantial difference between day and nighttime fluxes 
seen in the measured fluxes. 
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Figure 2.6. Seasonal budgets of a) formic, b) butyric, and c) methacrylic acid fluxes (nmol m-2 h-

1) increase in magnitude substantially during summer and fall. Winter and spring (cold seasons, 
blue) are separated from summer and fall (warm seasons, red) for butyric and formic acid 
budgets. Brackets relate the scale of cold season axes to the warm seasons. Budget values are 
chosen according to the hour of day at which the sum of the measured flux and dry deposition is 
maximized during each season. 
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Chapter 2 Tables 

Table 2.1. Seasonal averages ± 1 standard deviation of environmental conditions at MEFO 
(measurements taken at 27.8 m a.g.l.). Seasonal maxima and minima are in parentheses. Daytime 
hours are taken as 8:00–18:00 local time, and nighttime hours 19:00–7:00. PPFD is measured at 
the U.S. Forest Service main office (~2 km east of the site) and includes down-welling solar 
radiation at 3 m a.g.l. 

  Relative 

Humidity (%) 

Temperature 

(°C) 

Wind Speed 

(m s-1) 

Wind 

direction 

(°) 

PPFD (mol 

m-2 s-1) 

     

(min – max) 

   

(min – max) 

   

(min – max) 

    

(min – max) 

 

Winter 

Day 30 ± 10 

(8.0 – 88) 

7 ± 5 

(-7.0 – 16) 

4 ± 2 

(0.25 – 11) 

314 200 ± 300 

(0.0 – 1000) 

Night 40 ± 20 

(15 – 89) 

0 ± 5 

(-13 – 11) 

3 ± 1 

(0.22 – 6.9) 

154  

 

Spring 

Day 40 ± 20 

(0.0 – 93) 

10 ± 6 

(-3.7 – 21) 

4 ± 2 

(0.0 – 18) 

279 280 ± 400 

(0.0 – 1300) 

Night 60 ± 20 

(0.0 – 93) 

3 ± 5 

(-8.1 – 18) 

2 ± 1 

(0.0 – 10) 

161  

 

Summer 

Day 30 ± 20 

(0.0 – 86) 

23 ± 4 

(11 – 29) 

3 ± 1 

(0.0 – 10) 

119  330 ± 400 

(0.0 – 1200) 

Night 60 ± 20 

(7.0 – 91) 

14 ± 3 

(5.7 – 29) 

2 ± 1 

(0.10 – 10) 

145  

 Day 30 ± 10 15 ± 4 3 ± 2 343 290 ± 400 
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Fall (0.0 – 92) (0.5 – 23) (0.0 – 11) (0.0 – 1200) 

Night 50 ± 20 

(13 – 92) 

6 ± 5 

(-7.1 – 20) 

2 ± 1 

(0.20 – 12) 

146  
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Table 2.2. Seasonal averages ± standard deviations of organic acid (parts per trillion by volume, 
pptv) and trace gas (parts per billion or parts per million by volume, ppbv or ppmv) mixing ratios 
at MEFO. Seasonal maxima and minima are in parentheses. Daytime hours are 8:00 – 18:00 
local time. Nighttime hours are 19:00 – 7:00. 

 Winter Spring Summer Fall 

    

(min – max) 

   

(min – max) 

   

(min – max) 

   

(min – max) 

CH2O2 

(pptv) 

60  60 

(below detection 

limit (b.d.l.) – 

950) 

30  20 

(b.d.l. – 150) 

1200  900 

(66 – 8600) 

800  500 

(86 – 5200) 

C3H6O2 

(pptv) 

4  2 

(b.d.l. – 25) 

2  1 

(b.d.l. – 11) 

60  40 

(b.d.l. – 380) 

30  20 

(b.d.l. – 170) 

C4H6O2 

(pptv) 

0.4  0.2 

(b.d.l. – 9.2) 

0.3  0.1 

(b.d.l. – 2.8) 

10.  8 

(b.d.l. – 140) 

4  3 

(b.d.l. – 27) 

C4H8O2 

(pptv) 

1.1  0.7 

(b.d.l. – 22) 

0.9  0.6 

(b.d.l. – 7.4) 

40  30 

(b.d.l. – 250) 

12  9 

(b.d.l. – 87) 

C5H10O2 

(pptv) 

n/a n/a 13  9 

(b.d.l. – 85) 

6  5 

(b.d.l. – 59) 

C7H14O2 

(pptv) 

n/a n/a 20  10 

(b.d.l. – 210) 

10  9 

(b.d.l. – 140) 

O3 

(ppbv) 

40  10 

(0.40 – 84) 

40  10 

(1.5 – 82) 

40  20 

(1.1 – 97) 

35  9 

(4.0 – 60.) 
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NOx 

(ppbv) 

n/a n/a 1.4  0.9 

(0.42 – 6.9) 

1  1 

(b.d.l. – 8.1) 

SO2 

(ppbv) 

n/a n/a 0.6  0.3 

(b.d.l. – 2.8) 

0.4  0.3 

(b.d.l. – 1.6) 
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Table 2.3. Percentage of organic acid fluxes (Facid) that exceed corresponding flux detection 
limits (Func) during each season (see text for details of calculation). Fluxes in parentheses 
separate the percentages of qualifying flux periods between daytime (8:00–18:00; left) and 
nighttime (19:00–7:00; right). The CIMS was not calibrated for valeric and heptanoic acids in 
winter and spring, therefore fluxes for these acids during cold seasons are not available (n/a). 

Season Percentage (%) of flux periods in which Facid > Func 

(daytime, nighttime) 

Formic Propionic Methacrylic Butyric Valeric Heptanoic 

Winter 68 

(89, 51) 

16 

(25, 9) 

9.0 

(14, 5) 

26 

(42, 14) 

n/a n/a 

Spring 68 

(90, 49) 

35 

(52, 20) 

17 

(22, 13) 

45 

(69, 24) 

n/a n/a 

Summer 65 

(86, 46) 

40 

(53, 29) 

27 

(41, 16) 

47 

(68, 28) 

40 

(55, 26) 

23 

(37, 11) 

Fall 64 

(92, 40) 

21 

(35, 9) 

12 

(16, 8) 

29 

(48, 11) 

19 

(29, 11) 

10 

(14, 6) 
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Table 2.4. Column 3 contains branch enclosure measurements of 6 organic acid emissions from 
a representative ponderosa pine. The percentage of average daily maximum fluxes represented 
by enclosure emissions follow in column 4. Averages of three soil chamber measurements of 6 
volatile organic acid fluxes from soil and leaf litter and the percentage of the average daily 
maximum flux accounted for by the chamber average complete the table. 

Organic 

acid name 

Branch enclosure  

 

Soil chamber  

 

 flux (nmol m-2 

h-1) 

% of 

measured flux 

flux (nmol m-2 

h-1) 

% of 

measured 

flux 

Formic 94 2.5 1.1 x 10-2 <1 

Propionic 26 41 6.9 x 10-4 <1 

Methacrylic 2.6 18 -2.2 x 10-7 <1 

Butyric 15 24 3.8 x 10-4 <1 

Valeric 7.3 32 1.8 x 10-4 <1 

Heptanoic 2.7 12 6.7 x 10-5 <1 
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CHAPTER 3 

SURFACE WETNESS AS AN UNEXPECTED CONTROL ON FOREST EXCHANGE OF 
VOLATILE ORGANIC ACIDS 

 
 
3.1 Introduction 

The exchange of reactive trace gases between ecosystems and the atmosphere drives the 

source of much atmospheric organic carbon. However, trace gas fluxes from the biosphere can 

be bidirectional,1–4 and deposition processes from the atmosphere to ecosystems are important 

sinks of many air pollutants including ozone5 and oxidized organic precursors for secondary 

organic aerosol.6 Measurement challenges coupled to the complexity of interpreting flux 

observations when multiple sources, sinks, and in-canopy chemistry are occurring mean that the 

processes driving bidirectional organic gas fluxes remain poorly understood. Here, we 

investigate a set of volatile organic acid flux observations and the role of surface wetness in 

controlling biosphere-atmosphere exchange. 

Leaf wetness includes both water films and larger drops of water (i.e. dew) and can either 

enhance or inhibit plant-atmosphere gas exchange. The diffusion of CO2 through water is 104 

times slower than air, and wet leaves inhibit photosynthesis.7 The impact of leaf wetness on 

photosynthesis depends on plant type and leaf wettability, which depends on the hydrophobicity 

of leaf surfaces. For example, with increasing water coverage, photosynthesis decreased in 

wettable bean plants, but increased in non-wettable pea plants.8 However, this observation is not 

universal: morning dew reduced net ecosystem exchange of CO2 over a non-wettable ponderosa 

pine plantation compared with dry mornings.9 Surface wetness also controls the cuticular 

resistance of leaves to NH3 deposition as a function of layer or droplet thickness and acidity. 

Generally, wetness increases NH3 uptake10 although alkaline water films suppress NH3 
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deposition.11 Leaf wetness can increase, decrease, or make no significant change to ozone 

deposition measured over a variety of forested and agricultural canopies.12 Overall, the role of 

surface wetness in controlling trace gas fluxes is inconsistent in the literature and poorly 

understood. 

Due to their water solubility and high volatility, volatile organic acids are well-suited to 

probe the influence of leaf wetness on bi-directional gas exchange. Fluxes of organic acids are 

poorly understood, with multiple studies observing unexplained upward fluxes of formic acid 

from forests.13–16 We previously reported persistent upward fluxes of formic, butyric, propionic, 

methacrylic, valeric, and heptanoic acids at Manitou Experimental Forest.14 Even after 

considering in-canopy oxidation of monoterpenes, these data suggested a missing source – or 

overestimated sink – of formic acid. 

Here, we use observations from multiple field sites to explore leaf wetness and 

bidirectional fluxes of HNCO and other volatile acids. 

3.2 Materials and Methods 

3.2.1 Primary site description 

 Manitou Experimental Forest Observatory (MEFO) is a semi-arid coniferous forest in 

Colorado. The ~16 m tall canopy is sparse and almost exclusively ponderosa pine (Pinus 

ponderosa). Most annual precipitation is snowfall during winter and spring, although transient 

afternoon summer rainstorms occur. The site is well characterized.14,17–21 Our work was part of 

the Seasonal Particles in Forests Flux studY (SPiFFY), which spanned four seasonally 

representative campaigns in 2016: winter (1 February – 1 March), spring (15 April – 15 May), 

summer (15 July – 15 August), and fall (1 October – 1 November). 
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3.2.2 MEFO flux measurements 

We quantify volatile organic acids, including formic (HCOOH), propionic (C3H6O2), 

methacrylic (C4H6O2), butyric (C4H8O2), valeric (C5H10O2), heptanoic (C7H14O2), and isocyanic 

(HNCO) acids, with a Time-of-Flight Chemical Ionization Mass Spectrometer (CIMS; Tofwerk 

AG and Aerodyne Research, Inc.) using acetate reagent ions. Chapter 2 details the instrument 

operation and online calibrations. As the CIMS was calibrated on-line for HCOOH, we used 

previous measurements of the relative sensitivity of HCOOH to HNCO taken on the same 

instrument to quantify HNCO.22,23 Table A2.1 summarizes calibration sensitivities. 

We measured the vertical exchange of acids from the 30 m MEFO tower using the eddy 

covariance technique(Section A2.1).14 

3.3 HNCO  

Atmospherically-relevant HNCO concentrations (≥1 ppbv) are likely toxic to human 

health.24 Combustion is a primary source,22,25,26 while oxidation of amides is a secondary source 

of HNCO.27 Due to the low reactivity of HNCO with atmospheric oxidants, wet and dry 

deposition are thought to be key removal processes. Dry deposition is expected to occur at a 

similar rate to formic acid and formaldehyde, resulting in lifetimes of weeks over land.28 HNCO 

at MEFO ranges from 1 – 50 pptv, comparable to summertime background concentrations 

elsewhere.29 Diel trends (Figure 3.1) are consistent with organic acids at the site,14 suggesting 

photochemical sources. 

Surprisingly, HNCO fluxes suggest persistent upward mid-day exchange during all 

seasons. Net deposition occurs at night during spring and summer (Figure 3.1). Bi-directional 

HNCO exchange is unexpected – there are no combustion sources within the flux footprint at 

MEFO. We filtered data for spikes in carbon monoxide concentration to exclude periods 
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influenced by local biomass burning. Plants are not sources of HNCO, and HNCO emissions 

were not observed during summer 2016 branch enclosure studies at MEFO. 

Secondary production from in-canopy amide oxidation sufficient to produce the observed 

upward daytime exchange would have to produce a concentration gradient with higher HNCO 

levels in the canopy than above the sensor height. Amines are precursors for amides and thus 

HNCO, but amine levels at clean continental sites are typically low, on the order of <1 – 100 

ppt.30–32 There is no evidence for an adequately strong emission source of amines or amides 

within the flux footprint. Amine levels are significantly lower than ammonia; Hrdina et al.33 

reported in-canopy ammonia <1.5 ppbv at Manitou. For these low levels of amides to produce 

enough HNCO to account for the observed upward flux, in-canopy oxidation would have to 

occur rapidly (residence time for air in forest canopies is typically <10 min; lifetime for 

oxidation of formamide is ~2 days given 1.5 × 106 molecules OH cm-3) and to a greater extent 

than secondary production above the canopy. Amines require multiple oxidation steps to form 

HNCO and are unlikely to produce the observed exchange. Thus, we find no plausible 

explanation in the literature for the observed upward HNCO flux. 

Here, we hypothesize that water films and droplets on ecosystem surfaces can mediate 

equilibrium partitioning of volatile acids. Under wet conditions, these acids tend to partition to 

wet ecosystem surfaces inducing a downward flux, while under dry conditions, water films or 

droplets dry out and release acids to the atmosphere, thereby causing an upward flux. While 

simple solubility suggests that these volatile acids would dominantly remain in the gas phase, 

dew is often more alkaline than natural water, or water equilibrated with ambient CO2 (dew pH > 

pKa for these acids). The subsequent acid-base equilibria will enhance partitioning from the 

atmosphere to the aqueous phase, as will additional hydrolysis chemistry or reactions. 
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3.4 Evidence for partitioning to surface wetness 

3.4.1 Vex depends linearly on dew point depression 

Dew point depression (T-Td) is the difference between the air temperature and dew point 

temperature at a given height and describes the amount of water vapor in the air relative to 

saturation. Large T-Td values indicate drier air, and air parcels with small T-Td values are closer 

to saturated. For example, at dew point (i.e. T-Td = 0 K) an air parcel is saturated with water 

vapor (relative humidity (RH) = 100%), whereas a T-Td of 30 K indicates that the air would have 

to be cooled by 30 K for water to condense. 

The Vex of HNCO linearly increases as a function of dew point depression with a strong 

correlation (r2 = 0.90 for binned data; Figure 3.2). This tight correlation is consistent with a 

dependence on surface wetness. Condensation of water vapor onto cool canopy surfaces and 

interception of rainfall both cause surface wetness.34 Ecosystem surface temperatures are 

generally close to air temperature at night, but slightly cooler due to radiative release of energy, 

and higher than air temperature when surfaces receive direct sunlight. Since T-Td follows a diel 

trend with low nighttime values and high daytime values (Figure 3.2), dew point depression 

calculated with air temperature captures the dependence of acid exchange on T-Td. High relative 

humidity causes water to adsorb onto canopy surfaces and form water films and droplets. Even at 

low RH (<20%), water can adsorb to a variety of surfaces (e.g., mica, metals, metallic oxides, 

and carbonates) to form submonolayer-to-multilayer films.35–37 At lower RH, isolated water 

clusters on surfaces are highly ordered, but films of water molecules cluster more like bulk liquid 

water at higher RH.38 Thus, we expect water to condense on canopy surfaces when 

environmental conditions are near dew point (i.e. low T-Td) – and that these conditions cause net 

HNCO uptake and negative Vex. During the afternoon, environmental conditions move away 
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from the dew point (i.e. T-Td increases) and aqueous HNCO then partitions out of evaporating 

wetness, causing HNCO emission and positive Vex. Intriguingly, Figure 3.2 shows an x-axis 

crossover at high T-Td suggesting that even once surface wetness evaporates there may be an 

emission flux. We hypothesize that surface wetness facilitates organic acid uptake into the 

leaf/soil matrix, a process that provides a reservoir that enables continued emissions even after 

surface wetness has fully evaporated, at least for a short period of time (hours to days). For 

example, studies have observed that solutes diffuse into epistomatal spaces from surface wetness 

adjacent to leaf stomata.39–42 If organic acids similarly diffuse from surface wetness into leaf 

water, we expect leaf water to continue to release organic acids from stomatal pores as part of 

transpiration flux even after surface wetness evaporates. 

Using established metrics for ecosystem surface wetness,43 we find seasonal variation in 

wetness. Spring is the wettest season, followed by summer. Despite the lack of precipitation 

during fall, high RH enabled some wet periods in the fall. In contrast, winter was completely dry. 

Figure A2.1 shows that correlations between HNCO Vex and dew point depression are strongest 

in spring (r2 = 0.87) and summer (r2 = 0.94) but disappear completely during winter (r2 = 0.01), 

consistent with negligible surface wetness as predicted from precipitation data and ambient RH. 

To investigate the ubiquity of this surface phenomenon, we compare volatile organic acid 

fluxes from the dry pine forest of MEFO to a humid continental, mixed canopy forest in 

Michigan (UMBS)13 and a Mediterranean-to-semi-arid California orange orchard.4,44 The same 

linear relationship between exchange velocity and dew point depression for volatile organic acids 

occurs at the MEFO pine forest and the UMBS mixed forest, but not the California orange 

orchard (Figures A2.2-A2.4). Figure 3.3 shows propionic acid as an example of the general 

trends. Like the MEFO seasonal data, these observations are consistent with observed dew point 
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depression ranges (Figure A2.5) and predicted ecosystem surface wetness.43 The California site 

was consistently dry with no wet periods based on precipitation and RH criteria versus MEFO 

(31% wet periods) and the UMBS forest (81% wet periods). In situ leaf wetness sensors 

measured no surface wetness during summer 2010 at the California orchard. 

The T-Td dependence for other acids are consistent with formic acid at the wet sites. The 

slopes for formic acid exchange velocity versus dew point depression agree for MEFO (0.14 ± 

0.01 cm s-1 K-1) and UMBS (0.15 ± 0.01 cm s-1 K-1) (Table A2.2, Figures A2.2-A2.4). The 

intercepts do not: -0.4 ± 0.2 cm s-1 (MEFO) versus -0.8 ± 0.1 cm s-1 (UMBS) 

3.4.2 Organic acids in aqueous phase 

Partitioning space plots act as phase maps in which water-air equilibrium constants (Kwa; 

Henry’s Law) are logarithmically plotted against octanol-air equilibrium constants (Koa). 

Partitioning space plots have been used to predict phase partitioning for surface films, particles, 

and clouds,45–48 and we employ them here to investigate the potential for organic acid uptake and 

loss from surface wetness. Figure 3.4 assumes three phases are in equilibrium: gas, aqueous film, 

and water-insoluble organic matter film. The fraction in each phase is: 𝑭𝒓𝒂𝒄𝒈𝒂𝒔 = (𝟏 + 𝑲𝒐𝒂 × 𝑽𝒐𝒓𝒈𝑽𝒈𝒂𝒔 + 𝑲𝒘𝒂 × 𝑽𝒘𝑽𝒈𝒂𝒔)−𝟏 (1) 

𝑭𝒓𝒂𝒄𝒘𝒂𝒕𝒆𝒓 = (𝟏 + 𝟏𝑲𝒘𝒂× 𝑽𝒘𝑽𝒈𝒂𝒔 + 𝑲𝒐𝒂𝑲𝒘𝒂 × 𝑽𝒐𝒓𝒈𝑽𝒘 )−𝟏 (2) 

𝑭𝒓𝒂𝒄𝒐𝒓𝒈𝒂𝒏𝒊𝒄 = (𝟏 + 𝟏𝑲𝒐𝒂×𝑽𝒐𝒓𝒈𝑽𝒈𝒂𝒔 + 𝑲𝒘𝑲𝒐𝒂 × 𝑽𝒘𝑽𝒐𝒓𝒈)−𝟏 (3) 

V represents the volume occupied by the gas phase (Vgas), water film (Vw), and organic film 

(Vorg). To estimate volumetric phase ratios, we assume films are evenly distributed, and that Vgas 

is much larger than the other phases. We estimate film thicknesses of 50 nm (Xw and Xorg) and a 
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surface area to volume ratio of 0.0713 m-1, or the sum of the average fetch area and leaf area 

divided by the product of the fetch area and measurement height (Section A2.2). 

Intrinsic Henry’s law constants imply that organic acids are predominantly in the gas 

phase. However, weak acids additionally partitioning to the aqueous phase as described by 

effective Henry’s law constants (Keff): 𝑲𝒆𝒇𝒇 = 𝑲𝒘𝒂 × (𝟏 + 𝟏𝟎𝒑𝑯−𝒑𝑲𝒂) (4) 

The pH of dew in forests ranges between 3.2 – 8.2.49–52 At pH 8.2, ≥20% of the alkanoic acids 

reside in the aqueous phase, suggesting a mechanism to enhance organic acid deposition to 

ecosystem wetness. Additional aqueous chemistry or biology could further enhance the Keff and 

partitioning; for example, microbes digest organic acids in precipitation over the course of 

months.53 

Aqueous partitioning depends on film thickness, with more acid uptake occurring over 

thicker water films. This simple analysis assumes uniform water films, but ecosystem wetness is 

likely inhomogeneous. Microscopic water films over ecosystem surfaces are typically <1 µm 

with macroscopic droplets <100 µm,40 but droplets of 1 mm have been observed.54 For example, 

given a 1 µm water film at pH 7, over 90% of formic acid is in the aqueous phase at equilibrium. 

This dependence of partitioning on film thickness provides a mechanism for the continuum of 

exchange velocity dependence on dew point depression in Figures 3.2 and 3.3. If surface wetness 

and the effective ecosystem water film thickness depends linearly on dew point depression (T-

Td), then we would predict the observed linear shift from uptake and negative Vex to emission 

and positive Vex – as long as aqueous reactions are reversible. One open question is how long an 

ecosystem must dry out before this relationship breaks down (i.e. how many days without 

surface wetness are needed for MEFO and UMBS to resemble the California orchard?). 
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This hypothesis of fluxes driven by equilibrium-driven partitioning to the aqueous phase 

suggests that the slopes (or intercepts) of Figure 3.2 should trend with solubility. However, we 

find no clear relationships between the observed slopes and solubility or related parameters, 

reflecting the complexity of additional aqueous reactions and salt formation in ambient water 

films. Figure 3.3 shows that slope and intercept differences can also manifest for the same 

compound between sites, potentially due to differences in water film pH or structure (and 

thickness) of surface wetness on different leaf types. 

In contrast to the alkanoic acids, simple weak acid equilibria suggest that HNCO will 

remain dominantly in the gas phase. However, HNCO hydrolyzes through multiple pathways 

including reaction with aqueous ammonia29,55,56 that are not considered by Equation 4 – thus 

leading to an overestimate of the gas phase fraction. However, some of these reactions are 

permanent sinks for HNCO and could not lead to equilibrium partitioning back out of surface 

wetness. 

Temperature influences gas-water partitioning. The Kwa of HNCO is particularly 

temperature sensitive.56 For example, a temperature range of -10 – 30°C implies a range of 21 – 

3.0% for the aqueous HNCO fraction (pH 8). Figure A2.6 shows this effect of temperature on 

HNCO aqueous solubility. While dew point depression does not linearly depend on temperature, 

there is evidence for a role of temperature in influencing observed concentration and fluxes of 

organic acids.14 

3.4.3 Solvation: wet versus dry 

Observed gas-phase concentrations of all the volatile acids described herein increased 

exponentially with temperature at MEFO (Figure A2.7). Calculating observed enthalpies of 

solvation (∆Hobs) and comparing them with literature values (∆Hsolvation) (Figure A2.8) provides 
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further evidence for the role of gas-water partitioning in controlling biosphere-atmosphere 

exchange. The van’t Hoff equation describes solvation equilibria: 𝐥𝐧(𝒓𝒈) = ∆𝑯𝒐𝒃𝒔𝑹𝑻 + {𝐥𝐧(𝒓𝒂𝒒) − ∆𝑺𝑹 } (5) 

where rg is volumetric mixing ratio of the acid in the gas phase, R is the universal gas constant 

(8.314 J mol-1 K-1), T is the air temperature (K), raq is the volumetric mixing ratio of the acid in 

the aqueous phase, and ∆S is the solvation entropy (J/K). Figure A2.8 plots the natural logarithm 

of gas phase HNCO mixing ratio against inverse temperature, with the slope providing ∆Hobs in 

kJ mol-1. Wet and dry periods at MEFO yield distinct enthalpies, which we plot against literature 

values for ∆Hsolvation 
56,57

 in Figure A2.9.Observed enthalpies agree with literature values during 

dry periods but become more enthalpically favorable during wet periods. This observation is 

consistent with the hypothesis that under wet conditions, volatile acids may be taken up in the 

forest by alkaline solutions and/or undergo additional reactions that enhance the solubility of the 

acid, such as hydrolysis. Under dry conditions, little acid uptake will occur, and instead shrinking 

water films would force reversible partitioning to the gas phase. Conversely, a modified van’t 

Hoff plot for isoprene, which exhibits temperature and light dependent emissions but is insoluble 

in water, shows no significant difference between the dry/wet regressions (Figure A2.10) – 

further supporting our hypothesized role for air-water partitioning in the case of organic acids. 

3.5 Conclusions 

Phase partitioning between surface wetness and the atmosphere may drive the bi-

directional flux of acids between forests and the atmosphere. Water films or droplets can take up 

molecules, driving downward deposition fluxes, while drying out and shrinking of water films 

will cause emission of acids. Additional aqueous reactions or changes in pH with wetness may 

enhance or suppress this partitioning. We hypothesize that dew point depression is a proxy for 
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surface wetness, but that different plant morphologies and leaf chemistry may influence 

differences in the slope and intercept at different sites. 

HNCO fluxes show strong and significant diel trends, but once averaged over the entire 

annual dataset, cumulative HNCO fluxes fall within the measurement uncertainty (cumulative 

flux of +6.6 ppqv m s-1, average uncertainty for all SPiFFY measurements is ±20 ppqv m s-1 

following Finkelstein and Sims.58 Therefore, we expect the net impact of equilibrium partitioning 

to and from surface wetness to be small on time scales of one day or more. However, HNCO 

surface wetness partitioning is likely an important process on shorter time scales. The five 

alkanoic acids exhibit net annual emission at MEFO, implying a net ecosystem source – either 

directly to the aqueous phase from plant exudates, or through alternative processes in the gas or 

aerosol phases that preserve the observed continuum between exchange velocity and dew point 

depression. 

The dependence of exchange velocity on dew point depression appears consistent across 

sites, so long as adequate leaf wetness is available. We investigated the potential applicability of 

the relationship in Figure 3.3 to describe organic acid fluxes and found that previously described 

observations of upward formic acid fluxes at Hyytiälä follow the UMBS relationship, which 

explains 56% of the variance for diel averages in formic acid flux. 

Field and laboratory studies to investigate links between ecosystem wetness, dew point 

depression, and gas exchange over wet surfaces are essential to understanding atmospheric 

lifetime not just for weak acids, but also for weak bases and other water-soluble pollutants such 

as inorganic mercury. Reversible and/or irreversible equilibrium partitioning to surface wetness 

are known to impact NH3 and O3 biosphere-atmosphere exchange. Here, we suggest that surface 

wetness also impacts organic acid exchange. These observations suggest that ‘dry deposition’ is 
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not a simple process driven merely by ecosystem surface area. The pH of ecosystem wetness 

remains unclear but likely influences the exchange of weak acids and bases. Despite being weak 

acids, organic acids contribute an increasing fraction of precipitation acidity as atmospheric SO2 

and NOx concentrations decrease.59 This paper suggests an additional mechanism that mediates 

atmospheric acid uptake to ecosystem surfaces. 
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Chapter 3 Figures 

 

Figure 3.1. Diel time series of HNCO mixing ratio (pptv; lower panels), flux (pptv m s-1; middle 
panels), and exchange velocity (cm s-1; upper panels) for each season. Markers represent hourly 
averages; whiskers are standard deviations. 
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Figure 3.2. The exchange velocity (Vex) of HNCO increases linearly with dew point depression 
(T-Td). All data from MEFO that met eddy covariance filtering criteria are in dots; dark green, 
open diamonds show averages of 20 evenly spaced T-Td bins with corresponding standard 
deviation. Dots are colored according to incident solar radiation (dark dots <10 nmol photons m-2 

s-1; light dots ≥10 nmol photons m-2 s-1). Least squares linear regression fits the data [V
bin
ex   = (-

0.42  0.06) + (0.034  0.003)×T-Td]. The r2 is 0.25 for all data and 0.90 for the binned data. 
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Figure 3.3. Propionic acid exchange velocity (Vex) linearly correlates with dew point depression 
(T-Td) at the MEFO pine forest and UMBS mixed forest, but not the very dry California orchard. 
Vex are averaged into 2°C bins for all sites. Fit equations are in Table A2.2. The r2 (all-
data/binned) are 0.00/0.04 for the California orchard, 0.18/0.93 for the MEFO pine forest, and 
0.47/0.99 for the UMBS mixed forest. 
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Figure 3.4. Partitioning plots estimate the volatile organic acid phase distribution at MEFO. 
HNCO and six short-chain alkanoic acids (C1 formic acid, C3 propionic acid, etc.) are 
highlighted by text markers and predicted to be primarily in the gas phase given the 
corresponding Henry’s law constants (KH). Accounting for weak-acid equilibria increased 
partitioning to the aqueous phase with higher pH. pH isopleths are connected to guide the eye. 
Equilibria are calculated at standard temperature and pressure. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 

RAPID PRODUCTION OF GASEOUS NITRATED PHENOLS FROM PRESCRIBED 
BURNING OF PONDEROSA PINE FOREST 

 
 
4.1 Introduction 

Globally, biomass burning is a major source of particles and trace gases to the 

atmosphere.1,2 Many of the emitted gases are air toxics, criteria pollutants, or organic precursors 

that form hazardous gases and aerosols as smoke plumes age during atmospheric transport.3 

Biomass burning directly and indirectly produces greenhouse gases and particulate matter, which 

impact climate.4,5 In North America, burning of temperate and boreal forests accounts for the 

largest fraction of fire carbon emissions.6 Although wildfires are reducing in number overall, 

large wildfires in the United States occur more frequently.7,8 Prescribed fires have become a 

critical forest management strategy to reduce hazardous fuel loads, particularly near populated 

area. Of the 668 million ha of forests and rangelands in the U.S., forest managers conducted 

controlled burns on 4.42 million ha in 2014.8 

To standardize measurements of fire emissions, substantial effort has been made to build 

inventories of emission factors (EFs) and/or emission ratios (ERs).9–12 EFs contextualize 

emissions in terms of the mass of fuel consumed. ERs employ one of a number of chemical 

tracers to characterize fire emissions. Tracers, such as CO, CO2, or C2H3N, typically account for 

both rapid dilution of smoke plumes and a large fraction of the chemistry producing trace gases 

and particles. Both EFs and ERs are representative of direct fire emissions with minimal 

atmospheric aging.1 However, few comprehensive, near-field measurements of volatile and 

semi-volatile organic compounds (VOCs, SVOCs) are available due to inherent challenges of 

deploying instrumentation near a fire. The lack of VOC and SVOC field measurements from 
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fresh smoke contributes to ambiguity in distinguishing between primary and secondary biomass 

burning chemistry. 

Using environmentally representative fire emissions inventories coupled to various 

empirical parameterizations, model predictions are highly variable and uncertain.13 Furthermore, 

VOC and SVOC fire emissions strongly depend upon type and quantity of fuel loadings as well 

as fire traits,11 which are rarely incorporated into the models. Recently, positive matrix 

factorization analyses of VOCs, SVOCs, and reactive nitrogen compounds, measured during 

FIREX at the Fire Sciences Laboratory in Missoula, Montana, revealed strong dependence of 

product distribution upon the temperature regime of the fire.14,15 However, many important 

SVOCs, such as large or functionalized acids and nitrated phenols, were not included in these 

analyses. 

Fires pyrolyze lignin and other biopolymers and produce reactive phenolic compounds, a 

class of SVOCs, ubiquitously and in large quantities.8,15 Functionalized phenols, including 

catechol and guaiacol, are thought to constitute a significant fraction of primary organic aerosol, 

formed by aqueous-phase reactions.16 Many are directly toxic to human health.17 Nitrated 

phenols became the focus of several studies following their identification as phytoxins.18 More 

recently, nitrated phenols have been shown to absorb as much as 29% of UV light absorbed by 

particulate brown carbon from anthropogenic wood burning, a disproportionately large amount 

for <1% of organic aerosol mass.19 Phenolic nitration is thought to proceed in three steps: proton 

abstraction by hydroxyl radical (OH), radical rearrangement, and addition of NO2. Nitrated 

phenols are relatively long-lived with respect to OH (τnitrophenol ~ 34 d, τcatechol ~ 42 h).20 Greater 

oxygenation makes nitrated phenols less volatile than phenolic precursors and therefore favors 

partitioning to the particle phase. As a result, in situ measurements in the gas phase are 
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analytically challenging and seldom reported but could disambiguate primary and secondary 

formation processes. 

In this work, we measured gaseous SVOCs, including organic acids, phenols, nitrated 

phenols, and other nitrogen-containing compounds, in fresh smoke from the prescribed burning 

of a Rocky Mountain ponderosa pine forest in central Colorado, United States. We calculated 

ERs (ppb ppb-1CO) for comparison with literature values and to augment existing emissions 

inventories. We identified two fire temperature modes, with significantly different quantities of 

emissions, that provide new understanding of the time scale and extent of biomass burning 

chemistry. 

4.2 Materials and Methods 

4.2.1 Site and prescribed burn 

Manitou Experimental Forest is a montane, 6760 ha ponderosa pine forest in central 

Colorado, which has been described and characterized in great detail.21 Several wildfires, 

including the Hayman and Waldo Canyon Fires, have burned portions of the forest since 2002. 

To mitigate wildfire danger and to promote ecosystem health, the U.S. Forest Service (USFS) 

conducts prescribed burns, including two forest parcels (P4 and P6) totaling 136 ha on 10 

October 2016 (Figure 4.1). USFS previously burned P6 in 2007. No previous burns of P4 were 

on record at the time of the burn. At ~11:00 MDT, ignition began at the northernmost point of 

P6. We observed tall flames, approximately of canopy height, as the forest ignited. A thick 

column of smoke replaced the flames, with a footprint approximately the area of the two burn 
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parcels. Small fires ignited within the burn area intermittently creating small plumes of smoke 

for the next 2-3 days. 

The forest canopy of the burn parcels was sparse (leaf area index (LAI) = 1.14) and 

primarily consisted of ponderosa pine trees (Pinus ponderosa). USFS measured an average 

surface fuel loading of 4.1 tons acre-1 in nearby Rocky Mountain ponderosa pine forest with fuel 

classes ranging from 0 – 21.1 tons acre-1.22 Surface fuels included fallen trees and branches, duff 

(0-1.3 cm), litter (0-10 cm), and understory herbaceous plants.23 Previous laboratory reports of 

ponderosa pine combustion found elemental composition of 51.1% carbon, 6.6% hydrogen, 1.1% 

nitrogen, and N:C ratio of 0.022.7,15 

4.2.2 Measurements and inlet locations 

Table 4.1 lists the instrumentation used for all measurements, acquisition times, and inlet 

heights. Brief descriptions of the instruments are provided here. A Particle Size Distribution 

(PSD) instrument and Ultra High Sensitivity Aerosol Spectrometer (UHSAS) counted and sized 

particulate matter during the fire. The PSD is a combination of two Scanning Mobility Particle 

Sizers collectively spanning particle diameters 4-300 nm.21,24 Particles in sample air were ionized 

by a sealed 210Po ion source and size-selected by separate Differential Mobility Analyzers, which 

oscillated between 0-8000 V over 280 s cycles with 20 s idle time between scans. Condensation 

Particle Counters (TSI 3025 and 3760) detected the monodisperse particles. The UHSAS 

bombarded particles in a sample air stream with light from a semiconductor-diode-pumped 

Nd3+:YLiF4 solid state laser and measured the light scattered by sampled particles with a two 

detector system.25 The tight correlation between incident light wavelength and particle diameter 

was used to determine particle size. A Thermo Scientific NOx analyzer (Model 42i-TL), 

configured to NO-only mode, measured nitric oxide by NO-O3 chemiluminescence. A 395 nm 
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LED array was coupled to the NOx analyzer and converted NO2 to NO by ultraviolet photolysis. 

Acetate Chemical Ionization Mass Spectrometry (acetate CIMS) ionized gaseous acids and 

phenolic compounds by proton transfer with acetate ions, separated ions by mass-to-charge ratio 

in a time-of-flight vacuum chamber, and detected ions with a multi-channel plate. Operating 

parameters and automated acid calibrations for the acetate CIMS were previously described.26 

Manitou Experimental Forest Observatory (MEFO) is located 1 km south southeast of the 

approximate centroid of the burn area (Figure 4.1). Measurements were acquired from two sites, 

separated by ~15 m: a tower site (39.1013 N, -105.1035 W) and a ground site (Figure 4.2). Inlet 

separation is discussed in Section 4.3.3. 

4.2.3 Acetate CIMS calibrations 

To quantify various organics and nitrogen-containing compounds with acetate CIMS, we 

employed bulk calibration techniques based on each assigned molecular formula’s oxidation 

state and number of carbon atoms.27 The data workflow was as follows. CIMS time series were 

averaged to 1 s time resolution. Signals were normalized by reagent ion counts (C2H3O2
-) to 

account for variability in ionization chemistry and multiplied by total ion counts. Time series 

were background subtracted, and calibration periods were removed. Carboxylic acid formulae 

were further filtered and categorized according to criteria established by Liu et al.27 

Due to aromatic stabilization of the negative charge on the deprotonated oxygen atom, 

phenolic compounds behave as very weak acids. We assumed phenol ionization proceeds by the 

donation of a proton from a phenolic compound’s hydroxyl group to acetate reagent ion. Table 

4.2 lists gas phase acidities (G of gas phase deprotonation) of measured phenols where 
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available. We note that for acetate CIMS detection, the gas phase acidity of the analyte must be 

greater than that of acetate (-1427  8 kJ mol-1).28 

Using oxidation state (OSc) and number of carbon atoms (nC), we calculated calibration 

factors (cf) for qualifying formulae by Eq. 1, which Link29 determined by multiple linear 

regression. log10(𝑐𝑓) = (0.205 𝑥 𝑂𝑆𝑐) + (0.135 𝑥 𝑛𝐶) + 0.511 (1) 

Normalized, background subtracted, high-resolution ion signals were divided by 

corresponding sensitivities to calculate mixing ratios as parts per trillion by volume (ppt) and 

parts per billion by volume (ppb). Of these quantified compounds, we assigned names to 44, 

which we categorized as acids (12 compounds), phenols (6 compounds), nitrated phenols (10 

compounds), and other nitrogen-containing compounds (16 compounds). 

4.2.4 Lab calibrations 

To ensure detection of phenolic compounds, we measured standards of 1,2-benzenediol 

(C6H6O2), 4-nitro-1,2-benzenediol (C6H5NO4), 2-methoxyphenol (C7H8O2), 4-nitro-2-

methoxyphenol (C7H7NO4), 4-nitrophenol (C6H5NO3), 4-methyl-1,2-benzenediol (C7H8O2), 3-

methyl-1,2-benzenediol (C7H8O2), phenol (C6H6O), o-, m-, and p-cresol (C7H8O), and coniferyl 

aldehyde (C10H10O3) using a heated injection system coupled to acetate CIMS.30 Ten L of dilute 

(44 – 94 M) solutions in acetone were injected into a stream of ultra zero grade air heated to 

250C flowing at 1.9 L min-1. A small strip of filter paper collected injected solutions to allow 

for volatilization in the heated air stream. Injections were repeated in triplicate. The instrument 

responded at the m/Z of the molecular ion significantly above background for each standard 

except for 2-methoxyphenol, or guaiacol. The gas phase acidity of guaiacol is -1433 ± 8 kJ mol-1, 

less than that of acetic acid, but also within uncertainty. We attribute lack of sensitivity to 
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guaiacol to the relative unfavorability of its proton exchange with acetate. Unlike guaiacol, 

acetate CIMS shows strong response to injections of 4-methyl-1,2-benzenediol at the same 

nominal m/Z. 

4.2.5 Calculation of Emission Ratios (ER) 

ERs are often used to standardize measurements enhanced by fire emissions to an 

atmospheric tracer, which is both prominent in fire emissions and long-lived in the atmosphere. 

Carbon monoxide (CO) is a commonly used biomass burning tracer for volatile organic 

compounds.11,15 CO reacts slowly with atmospheric oxidants and an end product of volatile 

organic compound oxidation in the gas phase. Therefore, normalization of excess mixing ratios 

(X, X-Xbkg) to excess CO (CO, CO-CObkg) accounts for dilution of smoke plumes and 

approximates the fraction of total fire output for the analyte (X) (Eq. 2). 𝑁𝐸𝑀𝑅 =  ΔXΔCO = X−𝑋𝑏𝑘𝑔𝐶𝑂−𝐶𝑂𝑏𝑘𝑔 (2) 

 We calculated ERs using a slope method. Acid or phenol mixing ratios were scattered 

against CO and fit with a linear orthogonal distance regression. The slope of the best-fit line is 

the ER (ppb ppb-1CO). Because ERs are dilution-corrected and local sources are insignificant 

relative to fire emissions, changes in the ER over time are indicative of changes in fire chemistry. 

4.3. Results and Discussion 

4.3.1 Plume transport 

Westerly-to-northerly winds carried smoke plumes from the prescribed burn area to 

MEFO at daytime-averaged rate of 3.5 m s-1 (Figure 4.3). Conservatively assuming a distance of 

~1 km between MEFO and the centroid of the fire, we estimate the physical age of the measured 
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burn plumes as ~5 min. To our knowledge, measurements of gaseous nitrated phenols in very 

fresh smoke have not been reported. 

Using the Hybrid Single Particle Langrangian Integrated Trajectory (HYSPLIT) model, 

we estimated 3-hour forward trajectories of burn plumes once every hour between 12:00 – 6:00 

PM, 10 October 2016 (Figure 4.4). Plumes originated from 39.1086°N, 105.1069°W, near the 

centroid of the fire. Global Data Assimilation System (GDAS) model estimated meteorology at 

0.5° spatial resolution. Plumes traveled east over the Rocky Mountain foothills before passing 

over the suburban communities of Palmer Lake, Monument, Woodmoor, and Gleneagle, 

Colorado (population >20,000). 

4.3.2 Mixing ratios by category  

To our knowledge, we report the first gas-phase measurements of nitrated phenols from 

very fresh fire emissions (<5 min in age). Near-field fire measurements reduce ambiguity 

between primary and secondary source apportioning of fire emissions by minimizing time for 

secondary reactions to occur. The most reactive phenols (kOH = 1.0×10-10 cm3 molec-1 s-1) are 

depleted within minutes of exposure to elevated OH concentrations in smoke plumes (OH = 

1.5×107 molec cm-3).31,32 

Emissions from the prescribed burn reached MEFO at ~12:50 PM Mountain Daylight 

Time (Figure 4.5). Acids accounted for nearly half of acetate CIMS measurements, phenols and 

other nitrogen-containing compounds made up another ¼ each, and trace amounts were 

attributable to nitrated phenols. However, nitrated phenols reached concentrations exceeding 1 

ppb, greater than concentrations measured in polluted urban sites in China and Italy and from 

domestic burning in an English village, but on par with bonfire emissions in Manchester, 

UK.18,19,33,34 Formic acid made up the largest fraction of acids (34.6%) with significant 
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contributions from glycolic (11.3%), pyruvic (9.9%), lactic (9.3%), and acrylic acids (5.4%). The 

fire emission-enhanced acid distribution changed dramatically since >80% of background acid 

measurements were attributable to formic acid. Observed mixing ratios for glycolic, pyruvic, and 

lactic acids (>20 ppb each) are significantly large, particularly for pyruvic acid, which 

predominates in the particle phase. Greater than half of the phenols were attributable to coniferyl 

aldehyde (58.2%) followed by benzenediol (28.6%) and methylbenzendiol (8.9%). Nitrated 

phenol mixing ratios were more evenly distributed than other categories. Nitrophenol (36.7%) 

accounted for the largest fraction with dimethylnitrophenol (9.3%), nitrobenzenediol (10.6%), 

nitromethylphenol (17.2%), and nitromethylbenzenediol (20.2%) making up the rest. Other 

nitrogen-containing compounds primarily consisted of isocyanic acid (HNCO). 

4.3.3 Inlet separation 

Cross-sections of smoke plumes sampled by different inlets at the tower and ground sites 

must be well-mixed for measurement comparisons to be representative of the same combustion 

and aging processes. To test plume homogeneity at different inlets, we compare particle 

measurements from the tower and ground sites. The UHSAS and PSD inlets were horizontally 

separated by ~15 m and vertically by 20 m. Measurement averaging times were 1 s and 300 s, 

respectively. Mass concentration time series trend strongly between instruments and peak at 

>100 g m-3 (Figure 4.6). Particle number concentrations 60-300 nm showed excellent 

agreement below 3000 particles cm-3. Above this threshold, the UHSAS detectors saturated and 

underestimated number concentrations substantially (Figure 4.6 inset). UHSAS detector 

saturation at high number concentrations has been previously reported.35 Mixing ratios from 

other measurements, including NOx and acetate CIMS, exhibited strong linear dependence upon 

CO despite different inlet locations and instrument averaging times (Figure 4.7). These 
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measurement comparisons coupled with the close proximity of MEFO to the fire support 

sufficient homogeneity of smoke plumes across spatially separated inlets. 

4.3.4 Temporal variations in fire emissions 

The largest increases in mixing ratios for all quantified compounds occurred within the 

first three minutes of the burn, consistent with the fire flaring up to a flaming stage. As the 

flames die down and the fire begins to smolder, mixing ratios remained enhanced above 

background, but to a lesser extent, throughout the day. We find these two time periods of fire 

emissions, initial and remaining, to be distinct. ERs (slopes) from scatter plots between NOx and 

CO support the existence of two separate modes of combustion (Figure 4.7). During the first few 

minutes of the burn, NOx was enhanced by a factor of 45 over the remainder of the fire. 

Similarly, enhancement of nitrated phenols was greater during the initial period than the 

remainder. The initial burn period is distinct from the remainder of the prescribed burn because 

of physicochemical differences in fire characteristics. 

 Reaction pathways that produce NOx from fuel nitrogen become important at high 

combustion temperatures (> 800°C).36 Combustion of N2 by dissociated O atoms (Zeldovich 

mechanism or thermal NO) or by reaction with hydrocarbon radicals (prompt NO) only becomes 

important at temperatures >1600°C. Distillation or pyrolysis of fuel nitrogen can be important at 

much lower temperatures.14,37 Wild fire temperatures can reach as high as 1200°C; however 

prescribed fires are designed to burn at lower temperatures due to abated fire intensity.8 The 

initial period of greater NOx enhancement is consistent with the very high temperature (800-

1200°C) “combustion factor” from a positive matrix factor analysis of reactive nitrogen.14 
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Similar to the prescribed burn, at FIREX, flames were initially observed at high burn 

temperatures before cooling off when the fire began to smolder. 

 Particule size distributions shifted significantly from smaller to larger particles over the 

course of the fire at MEFO (Figure 4.8). Count median diameters dropped from background 

levels to ~60 nm at the start of the fire. As the fire progressed, median particle diameters 

increased linearly until late in the afternoon when a peak of ~100 nm was reached. Particle size 

distributions measured as part of the FLAME-4 campaign at the Missoula Fire Sciences 

Laboratory in 2012 exhibited similar shifts from smaller to larger particles as fires transitioned 

from flaming to smoldering combustion modes.7 In experiments burning ponderosa pine, volume 

median diameters of ~50 nm and ~100 nm were measured during flaming and smoldering 

combustion respectively. 

We therefore distinguish between the two modes of combustion at MEFO as higher 

temperature (initial) and lower temperature (remainder). 

4.3.5 ERs  

All categories of analytes were emitted in significantly greater quantities during higher 

temperature combustion than lower temperature combustion (Figure 4.9). Acids exhibit the 

lowest ERs of any category in spite of being the most concentrated species due to background 

mixing ratios much larger than the other categories. HNCO accounts for nearly 40% of other 

nitrogen-containing compounds and is enhanced >130 times more than the next most emitted 

nitrogenated compound. Though phenols are ~100 times more concentrated than nitrated 
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phenols, ERs for both categories are nearly identical during both fire modes. Figures A3.1-A3.4 

show nitrated phenols scattered against CO on log-log scales. 

Nitrated phenols are significantly more enhanced at higher combustion temperatures. Gas 

phase production of nitrated phenols proceeds by deprotonation of phenolic hydroxyl group by 

OH, radical rearrangement, and addition by NO2. Though the sum of phenolic precursors is 

similarly more enhanced, ER increases for nitrobenzenediol, nitromethylbenzenediol, nitrocresol, 

dinitrocresol, nitrophenol, and dinitrophenol are 1.1-2.6 times higher than those of precursors at 

higher combustion temperatures (Table A3.1). Coinciding enhancement of nitrated phenols with 

NOx during higher temperature combustion supports that NOx is the limiting reagent in the 

production of these nitrated phenols. Once NOx becomes abundant, nitrated phenols are rapidly 

produced. 

ERs for 12 measured compounds are generally within an order of magnitude of ERs 

reported previously.9,11,34,38–40 Exceptions include pyruvic and methacrylic acids as well as 

cresol. We note that none of the referenced ERs were measured from prescribed burning of 

ponderosa pine forest and the majority come from the Missoula Fire Lab. ERs for hydrogen 

cyanide (HCN) and formic acid (HCOOH) were measured during a prescribed fire in a 

California chaparral forest, for which similar emission profiles with ponderosa pine have been 

reported.15,38 Priestley et al.,34 observed normalized excess mixing ratios downwind from human-

made bonfires in a UK city. Large variability is evident in functionalized acids, such as glycolic, 

acrylic, pyruvic, and methacrylic acids as well as HCN. 

4.4 Conclusions 

We presented near-field ERs for a number of SVOCs, including gaseous acids, phenols, 

and nitrated phenols. The prescribed burn at MEFO exhibited two distinct temperature modes. 
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NOx production was favored at higher combustion temperatures. Production of nitrated phenols 

under these conditions outpaced enhancement of phenolic precursors by 1.1-2.6 times, 

suggesting that nitration of phenolic compounds is limited by the availability of NOx. These 

reactions must occur rapidly (<5 min) for near-field detection in the gas phase. In forest fires, 

combustion temperature modes can change on a time scale of minutes. Subsequent changes in 

the chemistry of the fire shifts the distribution of gaseous products. As a result, ERs can change 

quickly and significantly over the course of a fire. These time-varying changes must be 

accounted for to accurately predict air quality hazards downwind of the fire and to manage the 

fire in a way that minimizing negative health impacts. HYSPLIT forward trajectories predicted 

that smoke plumes traversed the northern suburbs of Colorado Springs, a major metropolitan 

area, after ~3 hours of aging. Aged smoke plumes contain many known pollutants including 

toxic combustion products; such as isocyanic acid, phenols, and nitrated phenols; ozone; and 

particulate matter. Shifts in the combustion mode alter chemical pathways and could influence 

pollutant abundance in aged smoke. Further research is needed to understand these effects. 
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Chapter 4 Figures 

 

Figure 4.1. Map of two burned parcels (P4 and P6) shows close proximity of the fire (area 
within red lines) to the tower measurement site (yellow star). Inset shows general location of the 
study area (black dot) within the state of Colorado (red) in the contiguous United States.  
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Figure 4.2. Measurements sampled through 5 inlets at the tower and ground sites were 
horizontally separated by ~15 m. Horizontal separation of Particle Size Distribution instrument 
(PSD) and NOx inlets was negligible. Inlets were vertically separated by 2-27 m. 
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Figure 4.3. Westerly-to-northerly winds predominate during daytime on 10 October 2016. 
Average daytime horizontal wind speed was 3.5 m s-1. 
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Figure 4.4. Six, 3-hour-long HYSPLIT model forward trajectories from the centroid of the 
prescribed burn travel east from Manitou Experimental Forest to northern suburbs of Colorado 
Springs, Colorado. 
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Figure 4.5. Several categories of compounds were enhanced during the prescribed burn, 
beginning at ~12:50 PM Mountain Daylight Time. On average, acids, phenols, and other account 
for >99% of quantified signal. Traces are stacked to show fractional contribution to total mixing 
ratio in time. Gaps in data signify calibration periods. 
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Figure 4.6. Despite spatially separated sensors and different acquisition times, particle mass 
concentrations, measured by PSD (black) and UHSAS (gray), trend strongly together in time. 
UHSAS detectors became saturated at particle number concentrations >3000 but agreed with 
PSD number concentrations <3000. In the inset, blue dots represent background periods and red 
dots periods enhanced by fire emissions. 
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Figure 4.7. Initial ER, or slope of the red regression line, is significantly greater than the ER 
during the rest of the fire, slope of the black regression line. Circles are colored by Mountain 
Daylight Time on 10 October 2016. ER uncertainties are at the 95% confidence interval. 
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Figure 4.8. Aerosol count median diameters (CMD) increase substantially over the course of the 
fire (yellow highlighted region). 
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Figure 4.9. Sum of emission ratios (ERs) for all categorized are more enhanced during initial 
period of the burn than the remainder. 
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Figure 4.10. Comparison of normalized excess mixing ratios (NEMRs) from this work (solid 
blue diamonds) with those reported in previous works (open red shapes). 
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Chapter 4 Tables 

Table 4.1. Ambient measurements of various analytes were made at different heights and 
acquisition times. 

Instrument Analyte(s) Height 
(m) 

Acquisition 
time (s) 

Site 

Acetate Time-of-Flight Chemical 
Ionization Mass Spectrometer 

(acetate CIMS) 

Gaseous organic 
acids and phenolic 

compounds 

30 0.2 tower 

Ultra High Sensitivity Aerosol 
Spectrometer (UHSAS) 

Size-resolved 
particles (60 – 1000 

nm) 

25 0.1 

Thermo Enviromental Model 48i 
CO 

CO 3 10 

Rotary vane anemometer Wind speed and 
direction 

1.8, 7.0, 
14, 28 

300 

Thermo Scientific Model 42i-TL NOx 5 120 ground 
National Center for Atmospheric 

Research Particle Size 
Distribution (PSD) 

Size-resolved 
particles (4 – 300 

nm) 

5 300 
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Table 4.2. List of phenolic compounds detected by acetate CIMS and corresponding gas phase 
acidities. The gas phase acidity of acetic acid is -1427  8 kJ mol-1. 

Phenolic compound name Formula Gas phase acidity 
(kJ mol-1) 

Phenol C6H6O -1432  8 
Nitrophenol C6H5NO3 -1379  8 

Dinitrophenol C6H4N2O5 -1291  8 
Benzendiol C6H6O2 -1392  8 

Nitrobenzenediol C6H5NO4 n/a 
Methylbenzenediol C7H8O2 n/a 

Nitromethylbenzenediol C7H7NO4 n/a 
Cresol C7H8O -1431  8 

Nitrocresol C7H7NO3 -1350  8 
Dinitrocresol C7H6N2O5 n/a 

Dimethylnitrophenol C8H9NO3 n/a 
Salicylic acid C7H6O3 -1330  8 

Nitrosalicylic acid C7H5NO5 n/a 
Coniferyl aldehyde C10H10O3 n/a 
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CHAPTER 5 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
 

5.1 Scientific outcomes and implications 

This dissertation used seasonal measurements of a suite of organic gases over a Rocky 

Mountain ponderosa pine forest to probe atmospheric budgets, to explore additional sources and 

sinks of water-soluble gases, and to report hazardous fire emissions of semi-volatile compounds 

from very near field. 

In Chapter 2 we observed that the forest is a persistent source of organic acids through all 

seasons. Net acid fluxes away from forest surfaces could not be explained by the sum of 

measured soil emissions, measured ponderosa pine emissions, modeled Formicine ant emissions, 

modeled chemical production, and modeled dry deposition. Chemical formation accounted for 

the largest fraction of acid production in the budgets. Disagreement between measurements and 

ground-up flux budgets implied a missing forest source, overestimated dry deposition model, or 

missing sink above measurement height. Acid fluxes increased with temperature, ozone, and 

vapor pressure deficit, but parameterizations only explained approximately half of the flux 

variance at best. 

Much research has found a missing source of formic acid, both by observation of 

concentration and flux. Our study is no different in that regard. Here, we limit missing formic 

acid to secondary production by constraining direct emissions from trees and soil. Additional 

research of biogenic volatile organic compound oxidation pathways is needed to capture ambient 

formic acid concentrations and fluxes. The sequentially oxidation of monoterpenes and 
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sesquiterpenes will likely be important chemical pathways to explore for coniferous forests like 

MEFO. 

In Chapter 3 we explored the hypothesis that water films or droplets on forest surfaces act 

as both a source and sink of water-soluble organic acids, which can produce spurious bi-

directional fluxes for species without significant local sources, such as isocyanic acid. 

Distillation of or interception of neutral-to-alkaline wetness on forest surfaces can take up small 

acids and contribute to deposition fluxes. Evaporation of surface wetness can force equilibrium 

partitioning of small acids into the gas phase and contribute to emission fluxes. We showed that 

linear correlation of exchange velocity with dew point depression indicates that partitioning 

processes may be occurring, but correlations break down in dry environments or perhaps in 

different types of forested environments. 

This research points to a need for targeted laboratory experiments that measure 

concentrations of water-soluble air pollutants in both the gas and aqueous phase of macroscopic 

droplets and microscopic water films. Surface wetness may act as an air pollutant reservoir or a 

mediator for uptake of pollutants to plants or soils. Knowledge of equilibrium or non-equilibrium 

processes are likely needed to reduce uncertainty in atmospheric budgets of water-soluble 

species.  

In Chapter 4 we found that a prescribed burning of the forest adjacent to MEFO (<1 km) 

was a large source of semi-volatile organic compounds, including acids, phenols, and nitrated 

phenols. As evinced by variable NOx enhancement and changing particle size distributions, the 

burn exhibited two different temperature regimes: higher initial temperature and lower 

remainder. While all fire emissions were greater at higher temperatures than lower temperatures, 

chemical precursors of nitrated phenols were enhanced variably. NOx was enhanced drastically 
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more than phenolic precursors during the initial higher temperature period. Enhancement of 

nitrated phenols also outpaced that of phenols, suggesting that NO2 was the limiting reagent to 

produce nitrated phenols at MEFO. 

More near-field measurements of toxic nitrated phenolic compounds are needed to 

augment emission inventories with minimal atmospheric aging. Emission ratios should be 

representative of different forest types and environmental conditions. Lab studies of nitrated 

phenol production by fire are also needed to verify that production is enhanced at high 

temperatures and not attributable to separate, rapid-burning, nitrogen-rich fuels. 
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APPENDIX 1 - CHAPTER 2 SUPPORTING INFORMATION 
 
A1.1 CIMS calibrations 

UZA overflows the system inlet at the top of the tower for both blanks and formic acid 

external standard calibrations. The overflow is controlled by a high pressure (100 psi) normally-

closed, two-way polychlorotrifluoroethylene (PCTFE) solenoid valve (NResearch Inc., model 

HP648T012). Permeation devices produce gas standards for calibration. Permeation tubes (VICI 

Metronics, Inc.) of formic, propionic, methacrylic, butyric, valeric, and heptanoic acids are 

housed in three 1” outer diameter (o.d.) glass containers with a constant flow of ultra-high purity 

nitrogen (UHP N2). Critical orifices control flows over permeation devices. During winter and 

spring, methacrylic and butyric acid permeation tubes are stored in a single glass container. 

During summer and fall, propionic, methacrylic, butyric, and valeric acid permeation tubes are 

stored in a single glass container. 

Each calibration period includes a system blank (e.g., an overflow of ultra-zero air 

(UZA)) introduced near the inlet tip on the tower) and a standard addition calibration (e.g., 

standard gases introduced at the CIMS inlet inside the trailer). Formic acid external standard 

calibrations were performed by overflowing UZA at the inlet tip on the tower and then adding 

gas standards for calibration at the CIMS inlet inside the trailer.  These calibrations were 

conducted during winter and spring. Four organic acid permeation standards, formic, propionic, 

methacrylic, and butyric acid, were used during winter and spring. Valeric and heptanoic acids 

were added for summer and fall. Calibration periods followed one of two sequences. The first 

sequence includes standard additions for four acids as well as formic acid external standards: 1) 

system blank (60 – 95 s), 2) formic acid external standard step, 3) formic acid standard addition 

step, 4) propionic acid step, 5) methacrylic and butyric acids step, and 6) repeat steps 2 – 5 at 
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different dilution flows resulting in a range of organic acid concentrations. The second sequence 

includes standard additions for six acids without any external standards: 1) system blank (60 – 95 

s), 2) formic acid step, 3) propionic, methacrylic, butyric, and valeric acids step, 4) heptanoic 

acid step, 5) repeat steps 2 – 4 at different mixing ratios. External standard mixing ratios range 

from 9.1 – 150 pptv formic acid. Standard additions mixing ratios range from 9.1 – 1200 pptv for 

formic acid, 5.4 – 1300 pptv for propionic acid, 14 - 1300 pptv for methacrylic acid, 13 – 1000 

pptv for butyric acid, 260 - 1200 pptv for valeric acid, and 490 - 2500 pptv for heptanoic acid. 

Each concentration step was held for 120 s and each system blank for 60 – 95 s. Only the stable 

(flat) portion of signal at the end of each calibration step was used to derive instrument 

sensitivities. A sample calibration period is shown in Figure A1.6. 

Outside of calibration periods, calibration gases were constantly vented through three-

way, PCTFE solenoid valves (NResearch Inc., model 648K032) on each line. During calibration 

periods, calibration gas flows were diluted into a flow of UZA using a mass flow controller 

(MKS Instruments, model 1179). Diluted flow was allowed through a normally-closed, two-way 

PCTFE solenoid valve (NResearch Inc., model HP648T012) to reach a 3-way tee that connects 

the sample tubing, CIMS, and calibration gases. All six acids (summer and fall) are calibrated 

on-line by standard addition, without the UZA overflow to the inlet at the top of the tower 

(Figure A1.1). Average uncertainties in organic acid mixing ratios for all seasons range from 

0.075 – 92 pptv. 

A1.2 Supporting measurements 

Ozone (O3), carbon monoxide (CO), sulfur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen oxides 

(NOx=NO+NO2), and meteorological parameters were measured at MEFO during all seasons in 

support of the organic acid flux measurements. Wind speed, wind direction, relative humidity, 
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ambient pressure, and ambient temperature were recorded at tower heights of 1.8, 7.0, 14.1, and 

27.8 m above ground level (a.g.l.), photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD) was measured at 3 

m a.g.l., and precipitation was measured at ground level. Soil temperature was logged at 5, 20, 

and 50 cm a.g.l. Trace gas analyzers were housed inside an instrument trailer located at the base 

of the MEFO tower. O3 (LOD 1.2 ppbv; ±5% uncertainty) was measured using an analyzer 

employing ultraviolet (UV) absorption (2B Technologies Model 202). The inlet tip for the O3 

instrument was positioned at 5 m a.g.l. above the instrument trailer. CO was measured via non-

dispersive infrared absorption (Thermo Environmental Model 48C), and its inlet tip was 

positioned at 5 m a.g.l. The CO and O3 analyzers were calibrated before and after the field 

deployment in May 2015 and February 2016. A second O3 analyzer (also by 2B Technologies, 

Model 202) was deployed at MEFO during summer and fall seasons. This instrument was 

calibrated three times during the summer and fall deployments using a similar NIST-traceable 

ozone calibration source (2B Technologies, Inc. Model 306); calibrations were performed over 

the 0 – 500 ppbv range. SO2 (LOD 0.05 ppbv; ±5% uncertainty) was measured during summer 

and fall using a UV absorption-based analyzer (Teledyne, model T100U). The SO2 analyzer was 

calibrated three times per season by standard addition of a NIST traceable 9.2 ppmv mixture of 

SO2 in air (Matheson) diluted into a flow of UZA resulting in calibration mixing ratios ranging 

from 0 to 100 ppbv. The SO2 analyzer was calibrated by overflowing the calibration mixture at 

the inlet to the detector inside the trailer. NO and NO2 (LOD 2.3 ppbv; ±5% uncertainty) were 

measured using a chemiluminescence-based analyzer with an inlet positioned roughly 5 m a.g.l. 

The use of molybdenum converters for atmospheric measurements of NO2 are known to have 

interferences from PAN and other nitrogen oxides.1 Therefore, in this work, we acknowledge 

that NO2 measured during winter and spring using this instrument system likely represents the 
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sum of NO2 plus some volatile organic nitrates and peroxy nitrates. As a result of this 

interference, NO and NO2 measurements collected during summer and fall were performed using 

a Thermo Scientific NO analyzer (Model 42i-TL) employing the classic NO-O3 

chemiluminescence detection technique and configured to detect NO only. The analyzer was 

combined with a home-built converter that uses 395 nm LEDs for UV photolysis of NO2 to NO. 

The UV-LED converter is positioned at the inlet tip and housed in a fan-cooled, weather-proof 

box located 5 m a.g.l. on top of the instrument trailer. PFA tubing is used wherever possible for 

the NOx inlet and instrument system. A 3-way switching solenoid valve inside the inlet box 

switches between sampling from the UV-LED converter (e.g., measuring NO+NO2) and a 

darkened sample line (e.g., measuring NO only). Calibration of the NO analyzer to NO was 

performed over the full range of the analyzer (0-100 ppbv); calibration of the UV-LED converter 

and NO analyzer to NO2 was performed for mixing ratios between 0 and 25 ppbv. Known mixing 

ratios of NO were generated by dilution of a known flow of a 22 ppm NO in N2 NIST calibrated 

standard into a known flow of UZA.  Flows were measured to within ±1% uncertainty using a 

flow calibration device (Mesa Labs, Definer model DryCal unit). Known mixing ratios of NO2 

were generated by gas-phase titration of the same NO standard with O3, which was generated 

from a source of UZA using a 285 nm lamp, before performing standard dilution into UZA. 

Calibration mixtures were generated at large enough flows that were sufficient to overflow the 

inlet tip. This NOx instrument was calibrated in the laboratory before summer and after fall, and 

periodically throughout the field deployment. The efficiency of the LED-based converter for 

photolysis of NO2 determined from these calibrations was consistently >95%. 

A1.2.1 Soil and leaf chambers 
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During summer a 100 L Teflon branch enclosure was connected to the CIMS to measure 

ponderosa pine needle emissions. A dynamic flow (Qbag) of 4.5 L min-1 through bag was directed 

to the CIMS. A concentration gradient (C) was calculated between ambient organic acid 

concentration outside of the bag and measurements from inside the bag. Pine needle emissions 

(Fneedle) of organic acids were calculated according to Eq. (A1). 𝐹𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑙𝑒 =  𝐿𝐴𝐼 × Δ𝐶 × 𝑄𝑏𝑎𝑔𝐿𝐴𝑏𝑎𝑔  (A1) 

Where LAI is leaf area index of 1.14 in units of mneedle
2 mground

-2 and LAbag is the leaf area in the 

bag estimated to be 0.125 mneedle
2. We note substantial uncertainty in the value of Fneedle due to 

limited branch replication and potential wall losses in the inlet lines.  

In fall we coupled soil chambers with the CIMS to measure soil and leaf litter emissions 

following the methods of Gray et al.2 Briefly, three 10 L, stainless-steel chambers were installed 

near the flux tower for close proximity to the CIMS. Each chamber had a collar and a lid. Each 

chamber collar was gently inserted 2 - 5 cm into the soil surface 3 weeks before measurements 

(10 October – 31 October 2016) to allow them to come to steady state. All chambers included 

needle litter (approximately ~3 cm thick) and an average afternoon soil temperature of 12 C at a 

depth of 5 cm. We measured soil emissions on 31 October and 1 November 2016 by attaching 

lids to the collars over Mylar gaskets to achieve an airtight seal and pumping 0.50 – 0.60 L min-1 

of ambient air through each enclosed chamber. We sub-sampled 0.12 L min-1
 of air through ~10 

m of FEP tubing (1/8” inner diameter), which was mixed with a stream of UZA for a total flow 

of 4.5 L min-1 into the CIMS. We calculate soil organic acid emissions by Eq. (A2). 𝐹 = 𝛥𝐶 × 𝑄 × 𝑃𝑅 × 𝐴 × 𝑇  (A2) 

where ΔC is the concentration difference between the chamber and ambient air outside of the 

chamber accounting for inlet line dilution (pptv), Q is the flow into the chamber (L s-1), P is 
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ambient pressure (bar), R is the gas constant (8.314 x 10-2 L bar mol-1 K-1), A is chamber area in 

m2, and T is ambient temperature in K. 

A1.3 Resistance model 

 To estimate dry deposition of organic acids to forest surfaces at MEFO, we used a 

resistance model with modifications to the canopy resistance in accordance with Nguyen et al.3,4 

The resistance model calculates the resistance of the environment (rtotal) to depositing gaseous 

organic acids as the sum of aerodynamic resistance (ra) from the atmosphere, resistance from 

quasi-laminar boundary layers near surfaces (rb), and resistance to uptake by canopy surfaces (rc) 

as in Eq. (A3): 𝑟𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 =  𝑟𝑎 +  𝑟𝑏 +  𝑟𝑐 = 𝑣𝑑𝑒𝑝−1 (A3) 

The reciprocal of the estimated deposition velocity (vdep) is equivalent to the total resistance 

(rtotal), which has units of s m-1. The aerodynamic resistance term (ra) primarily depends upon the 

stability of the forest atmosphere and is calculated following Seinfeld and Pandis:5 𝑟𝑎 =  ∫ 𝜙(𝜁)𝜅 𝑢∗ 𝑧 𝑑𝑧𝑧𝑟𝑧0  (S4) 

Where the integration limits shown in Eq. (A4) are defined by the roughness length (z0) and the 

measurement height (zr), φ(ζ) represents the stability-dependent temperature vertical profile 

function, κ is the dimensionless von Karmann constant with a value of 0.41, u* is the friction 

velocity with units of m s-1, and z represents height above ground level. The resistance to 

molecular diffusion through quasi-laminar surface layers (rb) is calculated according to Nguyen 

et al.4 

𝑟𝑏 =  𝜐𝐷 𝑢∗ × √100 𝑙 𝑢∗𝐿𝐴𝐼2 𝜐3
 (A5) 
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Where 𝜈 is the kinematic viscosity of air with an average value of 1.25 x 10-5 m2 s-1 at MEFO, D 

is the diffusivity constant (m2 s-1) of an organic acid molecule in air (calculated according to 

Graham’s law and reported in Table A1.1), u* represents the friction velocity with units of m s-1, 

l is the average needle thickness at MEFO with a value of 0.001 m, and LAI is the dimensionless, 

single-sided leaf area index with a value of 1.14. The resistance of canopy surfaces (rc) is the 

sum of the stomatal (rs), mesophyll (rm), and cuticular (rcut) resistances: 𝑟𝑐 =  𝑟𝑠 +  𝑟𝑚 +  𝑟𝑐𝑢𝑡 (A6) 

The stomatal resistance is a function of an organic acid’s ability to compete with water at 

diffusing into a stoma and is calculated according to Eq. (A7). 𝑟𝑠 =  𝐷𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐷𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑑 × 𝐶𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑠   (A7) 

Where Dwater is the diffusivity constant of water, Dacid is the diffusivity constant of the organic 

acid, Cwater is the mixing ratio of water vapor in units of mmol m-3, and gs is the stomatal 

conductance of water with units of mmol m-2 s-1.6 The mesophyll resistance depends upon an 

acid’s ability to partition into the interior of a plant cell and is calculated by Eq. (A8). 𝑟𝑚 = ( 𝐻𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑑50 𝑅 𝑇 + 100𝑓0)−1 (A8) 

Where Hacid is the Henry’s law constant of a given organic acid in units of M atm-1, R is the 

universal gas constant with a value of 0.08206 L atm mol-1 K-1, T represents air temperature in 

units of K, and f0 is a reactivity factor set to zero for all organic acids in this study. The cuticular 

resistance describes the ability of a needle’s waxy cuticle to uptake organic acids and is 

calculated according to Eq. (A9). 𝑟𝑐𝑢𝑡 =  (10−4 𝐻𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑅 𝑇 + 𝑓0)−1 (A9) 

Where all variables are defined as in Eq. (A8). 
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LAI, l, and gs values all originate from past work conducted in 2010-2011.6 We note that single-

sided LAI may be an underestimate of the surface area of a coniferous canopy capable of taking 

up gaseous organic acids. This is because ponderosa pine needles have stomata on all sides. To 

determine the sensitivity of our resistance model to changes in these parameters, we increase and 

decrease LAI and l values independently by a factor of 2. gs values varied by >4x between 

months in summer 2011. Therefore, we test the sensitivity of our resistance model using the 

lowest measured stomatal conductance from that study. Findings of this sensitivity analysis are 

listed in Table A1.2. Sizeable variations in the magnitude of gs change resistance model output 

very little. Double or halving needle thickness (l) results in modest (±10%) inverse 

enhancements to the model output. However, there is little evidence to indicate that needle 

thickness would drastically change between 2010-2011 to 2016. Increasing or decreasing the LAI 

by a factor of 2 alters the model output by only ±20%. However, there is little evidence to 

suggest that the canopy density at MEFO changed by such a large amount. In fact, an LAI of 

1.14 at MEFO is consistent with leaf area indices measured at other ponderosa pine forests such 

as the Metolius Basin in Oregon (LAI = 1.3 – 1.7).7 
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Appendix A1 Figures 

 

Figure A1.1. Schematic diagram of the inlet flow path to the CIMS instrument indicating flow 
rates and locations for calibration addition. Abbreviations include C.O. for critical orifice, MFC 
for mass flow controller, UZA for ultra-zero air, LPM for liters per minute, and PFA for 
perfluoroalkoxy polymer. 
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Figure A1.2. Fluxes of formic, propionic, and butyric acids are lagged 20 s to observe the 
accuracy of a 4 s averaged lag applied to all measured fluxes. 
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Figure A1.3. Time responses of the sampling and detection system for six organic acids were 
estimated with by overflowing ultra-pure zero air at the inlet tip and the CIMS entrance (IMR). 

Exponential offset curves (y =  y0 + Ae−(x−x0)τ ) are fitted to each organic acid time series from 
the beginning of signal decrease to signal stabilization at background levels. Signal units on the 
y-axes are normalized counts per second (ncps). 
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Figure A1.4. Flux footprints from SPiFFY summer campaign are typical of MEFO. Axes are 
both in units of m distance from the chemistry tower designated by a black plus sign in the center 
of each panel. Under stable atmospheric conditions, footprints are long (north and south) and 
narrow (east and west). Under unstable conditions, footprints are more evenly distributed. 
Contour lines account for percentage contribution to the flux – from 10 – 90%. 
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Figure A1.5. Summer seasonal average formic acid, the average of five acids, and sonic 
temperature cospectra with vertical wind speed. Organic acid cospectra (red and brown) trace 
favorably with wT cospectra (black). Although some high-frequency spectral attenuation is 
evident in formic acid cospectra (red), the area under the curve between 0.6 – 2.5 Hz accounts 
for < 1% of the average formic acid flux, or the area under the entire cospectral curve. 
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Figure A1.6. Sample automated, two-point CIMS calibration curve used at MEFO as bi-hourly 
checks of instrument sensitivity and background. 
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Figure A1.7. A representative organic acid scatter plot (in this case methacrylic acid) depicting 
flux (nmol m-2 h-1) as a function of average concentration per flux period (pptv) during the fall 
campaign. No compensation point, or concentration at which flux direction changes from 
emission to deposition, is evident. 
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Figure A1.8. Organic acid fluxes increase with vapor pressure deficit, an environmental 
parameter that combines air temperature and relative humidity. Fluxes are averaged into 2 mbar 
vapor pressure deficit bins. We fit each scatter with an exponential equation. Correlation 
coefficients are calculated from linear regressions of exponentially modeled fluxes versus 
measured fluxes for all seasons. 
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Figure A1.9. Seasonal diel mixing ratios (pptv, left), fluxes (nmol m-2 h-1, center), and exchange 
velocities (cm s-1, right) for formic acid. Data points represent seasonal, hourly medians. Error 
bars represent median absolute deviations (MAD). Fluxes and exchange velocities are filtered 
according to Sect. 2.4. From top to bottom, seasons are winter, spring, summer and fall. 
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Figure A1.10. Seasonal diel mixing ratios (pptv, left), fluxes (nmol m-2 h-1, center), and exchange 
velocities (cm s-1, right) for propionic acid. Data points represent seasonal, hourly medians. Error 
bars represent median absolute deviations (MAD). Fluxes and exchange velocities are filtered 
according to Sect. 2.4. From top to bottom, seasons are winter, spring, summer and fall. 
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Figure A1.11. Seasonal diel mixing ratios (pptv, left), fluxes (nmol m-2 h-1, center), and exchange 
velocities (cm s-1, right) for methacrylic acid. Data points represent seasonal, hourly medians. 
Error bars represent median absolute deviations (MAD). Fluxes and exchange velocities are 
filtered according to Sect. 2.4. From top to bottom, seasons are winter, spring, summer and fall. 
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Figure A1.12. Seasonal diel mixing ratios (pptv, left), fluxes (nmol m-2 h-1, center), and exchange 
velocities (cm s-1, right) for butyric acid. Data points represent seasonal, hourly medians. Error 
bars represent median absolute deviations (MAD). Fluxes and exchange velocities are filtered 
according to Sect. 2.4. From top to bottom, seasons are winter, spring, summer and fall. 
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Figure A1.13. Seasonal diel mixing ratios (pptv, left), fluxes (nmol m-2 h-1, center), and exchange 
velocities (cm s-1, right) for valeric acid. Data points represent seasonal, hourly medians. Error 
bars represent median absolute deviations (MAD). Fluxes and exchange velocities are filtered 
according to Sect. 2.4. From top to bottom, seasons are summer and fall. Winter and spring 
measurements of valeric acid are unavailable due to a lack of calibrations during these seasons. 
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Figure A1.14. Seasonal diel mixing ratios (pptv, left), fluxes (nmol m-2 h-1, center), and exchange 
velocities (cm s-1, right) for heptanoic acid. Data points represent seasonal, hourly medians. Error 
bars represent median absolute deviations (MAD). Fluxes and exchange velocities are filtered 
according to Sect. 2.4. From top to bottom, seasons are summer and fall. Winter and spring 
measurements of heptanoic acid are unavailable due to a lack of calibrations during these 
seasons. Summer fluxes and exchange velocities for heptanoic acid do not meet filtering criteria. 
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Figure A1.15. Flow chart lists the data processing steps taken to transform chemical ionization 

mass spectrometer (CIMS) data (red) for organic acids and three-dimensional sonic anemometer 

data (blue) for vertical wind speed (w) into vertical flux data (purple) by the eddy covariance 

technique (𝑤′𝐶′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ). 
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Appendix A1 Tables 

Table A1.1. Diffusivity constants of six organic acids x105 as used by resistance model terms rb 

and rc. Constants were calculated based on the molecular weights (MW) of each acid and a 
diffusivity of 1.34 x 10-5 m2 s-1 for formic acid 4 using Graham’s law, or 𝐷𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑑 =𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑐  ×  √𝑀𝑊𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑀𝑊𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑑 . 

Organic acid Diffusivity x105 (m2 s-1) 

Formic 1.34 

Propionic 1.06 

Methacrylic 0.98 

Butyric 0.97 

Valeric 0.90 

Heptanoic 0.80 
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Table A1.2. Sensitivity analysis of resistance model to LAI, l, and gs. The adjusted value is the 
value used for the listed parameter in the sensitivity test. 

Resistance parameter Adjusted value Change in resistance 

LAI 0.57 -20% 

LAI 2.28 +20% 

l 0.0005 m +10% 

l 0.002 m -10% 

gs 7 mmol m-2 s-1 -0.02% 
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APPENDIX 2 - CHAPTER 3 SUPPORTING INFORMATION 

 
A2.1 Introduction 

This supporting information presents brief discussions of eddy covariance flux 

measurements and filtering used at Manitou Experimental Forest Observatory (MEFO) (Section 

A2.2) and the calculation of volumetric phase ratios for phase distribution analysis (Section 

A2.3). Supporting figures include seasonal isocyanic acid (HNCO) exchange velocity (Vex) 

plotted as a function of dew point depression (T-Td) at MEFO in Figure A2.1, an 

intercomparison of Vex versus T-Td for several volatile organic acids at three different 

measurement sites in Figures A2.2-A2.4, dew point depression histograms from three different 

flux measurement sites in Figure A2.5, HNCO temperature-dependent partitioning space plot in 

Figure A2.6, exponential temperature dependence of HNCO mixing ratio in Figure A2.7, 

modified van’t Hoff plots for HNCO sorted by wet and dry conditions at MEFO in Figure A2.8, 

ΔHobs derived from slopes of modified van’t Hoff plots displayed as a function of ΔHsolvation from 

the literature for five acids under wet and dry conditions in Figure A2.9,  modified van’t Hoff 

plots for isoprene sorted by wet and dry conditions at University of Michigan Biological Station 

(UMBS) in Figure A2.10, and formic acid dependence upon latent heat flux at SMEAR 2 in 

Hyytiälä, Finland, in Figure A2.11. Average acetate CIMS organic acid sensitivities are listed in 

Table A2.1, and linear best fits and correlation coefficients for Figure 3.3 are listed in Table 

A2.2. 

A2.2 Eddy flux 
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We calculate the quasi-continuous flux (F) as the averaged product of the instantaneous 

deviations of the vertical wind speed (w’) and the acid mixing ratio (C’) from their 30-minute 

means. 𝑭 =  𝒘′𝑪′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  (S1) 

The exchange velocity (Vex) is the flux normalized by the mean mixing ratio (�̅�) and 

represents the rate at which trace gases move between the biosphere and atmosphere:  𝑽𝒆𝒙 = 𝑭�̅� (S2) 

Vex enables us to compare fluxes across different measurement sites where ambient mixing ratios 

vary and accounts for the bidirectionality of organic acid fluxes. Positive exchanges (+F and 

+Vex) are upwards, away from ecosystem surfaces. Negative exchanges (-F and -Vex) represent 

downward fluxes from the atmosphere towards ecosystem surfaces. 

We filter the data to ensure that the vertical exchange is limited to local sources and sinks 

within the forest (~0.8 – 1.6 km2 fetch) and that assumptions of the eddy covariance technique 

are met (Fulgham et al., 2019). 

We distinguish flux periods that are “wet” versus “dry” following Altimir et al. (2006). A flux 

period is considered “wet” if: (1) precipitation exceeds 0 cm hr-1, (2) relative humidity (RH) 

exceeds 70%, or (3) either condition 1 or 2 was met within the previous 12 hours. All other flux 

periods are “dry”. We exclude flux periods with temperatures at or below 10°C, in which 

condensed water could occur as ice or snow. We account for differences in air temperature and 

leaf surface temperature by choosing a freezing temperature threshold higher than 0°C. Of 1073 

flux periods above freezing temperatures during SPiFFY, 329 (31%) were wet and 744 (69%) 

were dry. 

A2.3 Volumetric phase ratios 
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Volumetric phase ratios are calculated assuming evenly distributed, 50 nm thick organic 

(Xorg) and water (Xw) films on canopy surfaces. We assume a surface to volume ratio (
𝑺𝑽) of 

0.0713 m-1. Fractional phase ratios of 99:1, 90:10, 50:50, 10:90, and 1:99 are calculated for the 

interface of each phase on the plot using the appropriate ratios of equations 1 – 3 in the main 

text. 

𝑽𝒐𝒓𝒈𝑽𝒈𝒂𝒔 = 𝑿𝒐𝒓𝒈 × 𝑺𝑽 (A3) 

𝑽𝒘𝑽𝒈𝒂𝒔 = 𝑿𝒘 × 𝑺𝑽 (A4) 

𝑽𝒐𝒓𝒈𝑽𝒘 = 𝑿𝒐𝒓𝒈𝑿𝒘  (A5) 
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Appendix A2 Figures 

 

Figure A2.1. HNCO Vex exhibit strong linear correlations with T-Td at MEFO during all seasons 
except for winter. Data (small squares) are averaged into 20 evenly spaced T-Td bins (large 
hollow shapes) based on the range of T-Td values. Whiskers represent standard deviations. 
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Figure A2.2. Exchange velocities (Vex) of six volatile organic acids increase linearly with dew 
point depression (T-Td) at the Manitou Experimental Forest Observatory (MEFO) pine forest 
site. Dots represent all data, and open circles are the averages of 20 evenly spaced T-Td bins with 
corresponding standard deviations. All the data (pink lines) and binned data (black lines) are 
each fit with linear least squares regressions. Correlation coefficients are shown for binned data. 
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Figure A2.3. Exchange velocities (Vex) of six volatile organic acids increase linearly with dew 
point depression (T-Td) at the California orange orchard site. Dots represent all data, and open 
circles are the averages of 20 evenly spaced T-Td bins with corresponding standard deviations. 
All the data (pink lines) and binned data (black lines) are each fit with linear least squares 
regressions. Correlation coefficients are shown for binned data. 
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Figure A2.4. Exchange velocities (Vex) of six volatile organic acids increase linearly with dew 
point depression (T-Td) at the University of Michigan Biological Station (UMBS) mixed forest 
site. Dots represent all data, and open circles are the averages of 20 evenly spaced T-Td bins with 
corresponding standard deviations. All the data (pink lines) and binned data (black lines) are 
each fit with linear least squares regressions. Correlation coefficients are shown for binned data. 
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Figure A2.5. Pine forest at MEFO and mixed canopy forest at UMBS sites exhibit low T-Td (< 5 
∆K) frequently, while California orange orchard flux periods rarely experience the wettest T-Td 
values. Histograms are averaged to 35 evenly spaced bins. 
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Figure A2.6. Partitioning space plot represents the volatility distribution of isocyanic acid 
(HNCO) and different alkanoic organic acids (C1 for formic acid, C3 for propionic acid, etc.) at 
MEFO. Stars represent the aqueous solubility enhancement of HNCO at lower temperatures. 
Shown here are temperatures -10°C (white) to 30°C (dark gray) in 5°C increments. Temperature-
dependent changes in organic phase solubility are not included. pH isopleths are connected to 
guide the eye. All data shown are at standard pressure. 
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Figure A2.7. Ambient HNCO mixing ratios increase with increasing air temperature. Diamonds 
represent HNCO averages over 20-evenly-spaced temperature bins, and whiskers are standard 
deviation. 
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Figure A2.8. Binned natural logarithms of HNCO mixing ratios linearly depend upon inverse 
temperatures measured at MEFO during both wet (blue) and dry (red) periods. Data (small 
squares) are averaged into 20 evenly spaced 1/T bins. Whiskers represent standard deviations 
associated with the bin averages. Wet and dry sorting follows the algorithm description in 
section 3.2.3. 
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Figure A2.9. Observed enthalpies of solvation (ΔHobs) for five acids (HNCO, formic, propionic, 
butyric, and methacrylic acids) are similar to intrinsic literature values (ΔHsolvation) when the 
forest is dry (red), but not when wet (blue). Under wet conditions, ΔHobs is more exothermic and 
favors aqueous partitioning. 
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Figure A2.10. Modified van’t Hoff plot for isoprene measured at University of Michigan 
Biological Station (Alwe et al., 2019). Data are sorted into periods with (blue) and without (red) 
surface wetness according to Altimir et al. (2006). Linear regressions of evenly spaced binned 

data agree within uncertainty: ln[𝐼𝑠𝑜𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑒]𝑤𝑒𝑡 = (−18200 ± 600) × 1𝑇 + (61.5 ± 2); ln [𝐼𝑠𝑜𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑒]𝑑𝑟𝑦 = (−20800 ± 2000) × 1𝑇 + (70.7 ± 8). 
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Figure A2.11. Formic acid exchange velocity (Vex) increases with latent heat flux (LH) at 
SMEAR 2 in Hyytiälä, Finland. Data are flux-quality filtered according to Schobesberger et al. 
(2016). Open circles in bottom panel represent 20 W m-2 binned averages with whiskers as 
standard deviations. 
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Appendix A2 Tables 

Table A2.1. The average sensitivity across all flux periods is listed for measured VOAs at 5 Hz 
data acquisition frequency. Calculation of HNCO sensitivities is described in section 3.2.2. 

Volatile organic acid 0.2 s Campaign Average Sensitivity (ncps 

ppt-1) 

C4H8O2 230 

HCOOH 460 

C3H6O2 150 

C4H6O2 450 

C5H10O2 46 

C7H14O2 9.9 

HNCO 1700 
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Table A2.2. Equations for best-fit curves for 6 volatile organic acid exchange velocities (Vex) as 
a function of dew point depression (T-Td). See Fig. 3 for visual representation of propionic acid, 
which represent the general trends. 

Acid name Best-fit line Slope (cm s-1 K-1) Intercept (cm s-1) r2 

Propionic California orchard 

(all) 

0.0061 ± 0.02 0.034 ± 0.4 0.00 

California orchard 

(bin) 

-0.19 ± 0.03 0.22 ± 0.5 0.04 

UMBS mixed forest 

(all) 

0.10 ± 0.004 -0.66 ± 0.03 0.47 

UMBS mixed forest 

(bin) 

0.10 ± 0.003 -0.56 ± 0.03 0.99 

MEFO pine forest 

(all) 

0.034 ± 0.002 -0.054 ± 0.05 0.18 

MEFO pine forest 

(bin) 

0.035 ± 0.002 -0.036 ± 0.05 0.93 

Formic California orchard 

(all) 

-0.037 ± 0.08 -0.10 ± 1 0.00 

California orchard 

(bin) 

-0.014 ± 0.06 -0.30 ± 1 0.00 

UMBS mixed forest 

(all) 

0.14 ± 0.008 -0.89 ± 0.06 0.32 

UMBS mixed forest 

(bin) 

0.13 ± 0.01 -0.77 ± 0.1 0.89 

MEFO pine forest 

(all) 

0.14 ± 0.008 -0.24 ± 0.1 0.25 

MEFO pine forest 

(bin) 

0.13 ± 0.01 -0.029 ± 0.3 0.87 

Butyric California orchard 

(all) 

0.00022 ± 0.03 -0.0029 ± 0.4  0.00 
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California orchard 

(bin) 

-0.0095 ± 0.04 0.072 ± 0.7  0.01 

UMBS mixed forest 

(all) 

0.068 ± 0.01 -0.26 ± 0.09 0.04 

UMBS mixed forest 

(bin) 

0.044 ± 0.02 -0.088 ± 0.2 0.29 

MEFO pine forest 

(all) 

0.054 ± 0.003 0.078 ± 0.06 0.24 

MEFO pine forest 

(bin) 

0.055 ± 0.007 0.15 ± 0.1 0.82 

Valeric California orchard 

(all) 

-0.036 ± 0.04 0.60 ± 0.6 0.00 

California orchard 

(bin) 

-0.030 ± 0.03 0.53 ± 0.5 0.08 

UMBS mixed forest 

(all) 

n/a n/a n/a 

UMBS mixed forest 

(bin) 

n/a n/a n/a 

MEFO pine forest 

(all) 

0.083 ± 0.01 -1.0 ± 0.3 0.03 

MEFO pine forest 

(bin) 

0.18 ± 0.05 -0.87 ± 1 0.46 

Methacrylic California orchard 

(all) 

0.0091 ± 0.02 0.022 ± 0.3 0.00 

California orchard 

(bin) 

-0.012 ± 0.02 0.27 ± 0.4 0.02 

UMBS mixed forest 

(all) 

0.11 ± 0.008 -0.37 ± 0.06 0.21 

UMBS mixed forest 

(bin) 

0.12 ± 0.007 -0.38 ± 0.07 0.95 
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MEFO pine forest 

(all) 

0.000026 ± 

0.00005 

0.37 ± 0.06 0.00 

MEFO pine forest 

(bin) 

0.024 ± 0.006 0.034 ± 0.1 0.54 

Heptanoic California orchard 

(all) 

0.12 ± 0.1 -1.4 ± 2 0.00 

California orchard 

(bin) 

0.19 ± 0.09 

 

-1.83 ± 2 0.28 

UMBS mixed forest 

(all) 

0.0033 ± 0.003 -0.030 ± 0.02 0.00 

UMBS mixed forest 

(bin) 

0.0017 ± 0.0009 -0.019 ± 0.009 0.17 

MEFO pine forest 

(all) 

0.083 ± 0.01 -1.02 ± 0.3 0.23 

MEFO pine forest 

(bin) 

0.078 ± 0.01 -0.71 ± 0.2 0.75 
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APPENDIX 3 - CHAPTER 4 SUPPORTING INFORMATION 
 

Appendix A3 Figures 

 

Figure A3.1. Mixing ratios of benzendiol (circles) and nitrobenzenediol (squares) increase as a 
linear function of CO. Mixing ratios at the start of the burn (red markers) are the highest of the 
fire for both compounds. Emission ratios (ERs) are significantly higher at the 95% confidence 
interval during the initial (red text) than remainder (black text) of the fire. 
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Figure A3.2. Mixing ratios of methylbenzenediol (circles) and nitromethylbenzenediol (squares) 
increase as a linear function of CO. Mixing ratios at the start of the burn (red markers) are the 
highest of the fire for both compounds. Emission ratios (ERs) are significantly higher at the 95% 
confidence interval during the initial (red text) than remainder (black text) of the fire. 
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Figure A3.3. Mixing ratios of cresol (circles, A), nitrocresol (squares, B), and dinitrocresol 
(crosses, C) increase as a linear function of CO. Mixing ratios at the start of the burn (red 
markers) are the highest of the fire for all compounds. Except for cresol, emission ratios (ERs) 
are significantly higher at the 95% confidence interval during the initial (red text) than remainder 
(black text) of the fire. 
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Figure A3.4. Mixing ratios of phenol (circles, A), nitrophenol (squares, B), and dinitrophenol 
(crosses, C) increase as a linear function of CO. Mixing ratios at the start of the burn (red 
markers) are the highest of the fire for all compounds. Except for phenol, emission ratios (ERs) 
are significantly higher at the 95% confidence interval during the initial (red text) than remainder 
(black text) of the fire. 
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Figure A3.5. Photo of Manitou Experimental Forest Observatory (MEFO) shows the two 
separate locations where inlets were installed: the tower site and ground site. Sites were 
horizontally separated by ~15 m. 


